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EXECUT1IVE SUMMARY

This report contains the findings of Project SAFE and a blueprint for

revamuping the Federal Aviation Administration's management of its FlightI

Standards field operations. It is based on a omiprehensive evaluation of

FAA's existing operations and describes changes necessary if FAA is to

improve safety in a dynamic aviation envirornent.

BACKGROUN~D

On February 13, 1984, the Secretary of Transportation directed the FAA to

conduct a comprehensive review of its safety inspection system to determine

if it meets the challenges of the changing aviation enviromnent.

During the course of Project SAFE, its scope wtas enlarged fromn an initial

focus on safety inspectors to a much broader review of all elements of

FAA's "Flight Standards System." Flight Standards is the organization

within FAA responsible for regulating the users of the National AirspaceA

System, both in how they operate and the equipmnent they use.* The elementsI

of the Flight Standards System that received 'Critical appraisal included:

regulatn, directives, work programse, program management inaformuat ion,

industry safety findings, evaluation programms, budget, resources, positionI

descriptions, classifications, hiring practices, career development,

training, and supervisory evaluation. The Flight Standards System is

described in detail in Chapter 1.



The analysis c the system involved several national inspections and

studies with the objective of defining problem areas and updating the

Flight Standards program. The reports and studies all confirmed FAA's

outstanding aviation safety record and identified areas where problem

exist and inprovements oould be made.

FINDINGS

1. Flight Standards field and headquarters staff should be increased.

Field staffing has been deficient for several years. Additional

headquarters staff is needed to guide and to evaluate field activities and

promote standardization through updating regulations and handbooks.

2. Flight Standards needs an effective evaluation program. The

interdependency of all functional elements of the Flight Standards System

at all management and field levels is critical. Each of the key elements

of the system must be capable of updating on a continuous, real-time basis.

Training programs supported by standardized written guidance based on a jb

task analysis and automated recordkeeping must be built into a management

system that is responsive to changes in the operating environment. An

assessment of the industry, based on actual inspection data, should be part

of the evaluation program, thereby allowing changes in the industry to be

integrated into FAA training and inspection programs.
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3. Updating applicable .ederal Aviation Regulations (FARs) should

receive priority. Expedited action should be taken to adopt regulations

that :Ydr.ss the current environment and to rescind obsolete regulations.

4. Field staff need standardized guidance on a timely basis. This

gaidance should facilitate uniformity in inspection practices and

interpretations of regulations.

5. The automated Aviation Safety Analysis System (ASAS) can increase

the productivity of field personnel. Automated systems can provide a

real-time national data base effectively eliminating the existing problem

of inter-regional data sharing. ASAS can also providc field personnel with

operator inspection and enforcement histories without regard to

geographical or FAA adinistrative boundaries; and allow management at all

levels to evaluate partial or total program effectiveness and industry

sa fety.

6. Personnel management and training programs should be revised to-

provide sufficient numbers of highly qualified and trained inspectors to

accomplish the Flight Standards mission. The numbers of inspectors and

support staff should be predicated on the size and scope of the workload.

Applicants for inspector ix)sitions should be selected, hired, and trained

based on ,ork program nevxis and their entry level experience.

iii-



7. Attention to the problems identified by Project SAFE requires

strong manaemant oversight to ensure that corrective action occurs within

a time frame that is cxxpatible with the total progriin.

PROJBF SAFE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

The FkA has already mnxed to cx)rrect te deficiencies identified ky Project

SAFE. Completed actions include:

1. Enforcement and other actions to ensure tbat industry corrects

problems uncovered during the WTI and GASA inspections (ongoing).

2. Developed and issued standards for objectively determining the

numfler of inspectors necessary to monitor the aviation industry (completed

January 1985).

3. Redefined and established standards for investigations,

certifications, inspections, and enforcement actions (completed August

1985).

4. Evaluated and recommended adjustments in headquarters and field

staffing for 1986, 1987, and 1988 (comp1eted Septanbkxr 1985).

5. Estiblished and .et national Imjectives and priorities for f icdd

op(erations (ctipleted August 1985).

iv
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6. Updated FAA's automated system to inprove the agency's ability to

monitor field operations (ocmpleted August 1985).

in addition to measures that the agency has already inplemented, other

measures that Project SAFE identified as part of a blueprint for short-term

and long-range change include:

1. Use of program nanagement information and inspection safety

findings from Flight Standards' new automated monitoring system to

objectively determine field staffing requirements to avoid either

understaffing or overstaffing.

2. Realign the daties and responsibilities of field inspectors to

more closely fit the requirements of a dynamic aviation industry.

3. Upgrade criteria and procedures for hiring FAA inspectors.

4. Ensure adequate formal inspector training by updating courses and

improving the administration of training programs.

5. Closely monitor and forecast aviation industry changes in order to

anticipate their izpact on FAA programs.

6. Review and update regulations to reflect the deregulated aviation

envirorment.
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7. Revise and stanhdardize inspector handbooks and inprove the

distribution system to ensure that inspectors have timely and accurate

guidance.

B. Mo~nitor data gathered during inspections and fromn other sources to

detect emerging probleris and, as data indicate, to refocus inspector and

management attention.

The Project SAFE Inpiementation Plan will update each part of the Flight

Standards System by FY-1988 and by FY-1990 will standardize and integrate

the parts into an automekted, interactive system in order to keep the system

upp-to-date and document FAA performasnce. The followring~ chapters describe

how and when this plan will be acoonplished.
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The FAA's Safety mission

The Federal Aviation A&dnistration's mission is "service to the nation by'

providing a safe and efficient aviation system which contributes to

national security and the prcmwtion of U. S. aviation." The safety thrust

of the mission is derived from~ SS 601 of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958,

which requires the Secretary of Transportation, through the Administrator

of the FAA, to " . . . prescribe reasonable rules and regulations and

4 ~ minimum standards in the interest of safety."

Flight Standarda is the organization within each FA~A Region responsible for

regulating the users of the National Airspace System, both in how they

safety, however, belongs to the operators, schools, repair facilities, and

other users within the aviation industry. The Federal Aviation Act

(SS 601) states that it is the air carriers' basic reqjuirement "...to

perform their service with the highest possible degree of safety in the

public interest," establishing the safety responsibility of the industry as

well.
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The Flight Standards SystOil

In its mission to regulate the aviation industry, Flight Standards

develops safety standards, oversees industry compliance with the standards

and enforces the standards. The FAA Flight Standards System is the process

resulting frm the regulations and directives that the FAA has issued to

implement the agency' s regulatory program.

The system is xziprised of two major sub-system; the Program Management

System, which directs Flight Standards activities, and the Human Resource

Management System, which provides trained personnel to accomiplish the

activities. Flight Standards' inspectors and prograums together

regulate the industry within the constraints of the environment. There

are, therefore, fromn the Flight Standards point of view, four major aspects

of aviation safety: the environment, the industry, program managem~ent, and

Flight Standards personnel. Figure 1 illustrates the elemrents of the

Flight Standards System and the connections between the elem~ents of the

system.

As shown in Figure 1, the environment affects the industry and the FAA. It

does this through conflicting incentives, forces and personalities. These

include such things as the economy, laws, and regulations outside FAA

control, past practices and precedents, competitive forces, industry

associations, the mdia, interest groups, etc.
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The industry is affected by the environment, and in tw vays, by the FAA

through regulations and through the Flight Standards work programs. FAA

regulations omprise the safety framework within which the industry

operates. They form the basis for industry safety efforts and provide a

standard for measuring safety. Flight Standards work prograum are designed

to ensure that the industry meets FAA safety standards. This objective is

achieved by Flight Standards personnel who are experienced pilots,

mechanics, and avionics technicians. Inspectors are trained to investigate

aircraft accidents and incidents, certificate operators to ensure that they

initially meet the standards, inspect operators to ensure that they

continue to meet the standards, and enforce the regulations if an operator

fails to meet the standard. Industry safety is therefore fine-

tuned by the FAA through safety regulation and direct quality control

oversight brought about by the Flight Standards System~.

Flight Standards Program Management

Prograun management begins with the Federal Aviation Act and the Flight

Standards missions, goals, and objectives, which are established from the

Act. The objectives are achieved through two means: (1) regulations which

directly affect the aviation industry; and (2) agency directives which

include FAA administrative orders, program guidelines, technicalI information, and inspection procedures.

VO
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Flight Standards work program plans are developed annually based on

national program guidelines. As inspectors acoonplish the work programs,

their reports are entered into a part of the Aviation Safety Analysis

System (ASS), the Work Program Management System (WPM). This autmated

system records work program acccuplishments and compares the

accomplishments to the plan. The results of these comparisons along with

quality of work assessments become part of the supervisory evaluation of

inspectors and part of the evaluation of the work program as a whole.

Other parts of ASAS document and analyze data on inspection findings that

aid in evaluating the status of industry safety. Mw evaluation of the

national work program and the status of industry safety become feed-backr for adjustments in staffing standards and program objectives. Program

management, therefore, begins with the Federal Aviation Act and ends one

cycle with an evaluation of both FAA work program effectiveness and

industry safety.

Flight Standards Human Resource Manageqent

The human resource management system begins with an assessment of staffing

needs which are derived frum the evaluation of effectiveness of Flight

Standards programs. The staffing needs are reflected in staffing standards.

*N.,e
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Staffing standards are the Deans of determining what Flight Standards

staffing and support resouces are required to accoplish an effective work

program. Staffing standards support budget requests which result in

resources being allocated for Flight Standards activities.

After acquiring the resources, the next step in the process is describing

the job functions of each employee and determining the grade/classification

of the position. Individuals are then hired for a position and trained

according to the career development plan to do their assigned jobs.

Individuals are evaluated ty their supervisor and additional training is

recomended based on their deficiencies, career aspirations, and the needs

of the agency. The human resource management process, therefore, begins

with a determination of need from the evaluation of program effectiveness

and ends one cycle with supervisory evaluations to ensure that the

employees within Flight Standards neet the goals and objectives of the

safety program.

The Flight Standards System is the integration of the Program Management

System and the Human Resource Management System to provide quality control

of industry safety.

4 'i
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Project SAFE

on February 13, 1984, the Secretary of Transportation announced that the

FAA would conduct an in-depth review of the entire safety inspection system

to determine if the Flight Standards work force was being used as

efficiently and effectively as possible in light of the changing aviation

environment. The review, entitled Project SAFE (Safety Activity Functional

Evaluation) included a forecast of aviation activity under deregulation,

the National Air Transportation Inspection (NRTI), the General Aviation

Safety Audit (GASA), and an evaluation of existing regulations, directives,

program, studies, and reports concerning Flight Standards Inspection

progra .

Airline Economic Deregulation

Today's aviation industry is characterized by a vigorous growth in service

and conpetitive marketing among air carriers. From 1978 to 1984, the

number of major air carriers grew from 60 to 148 carriers. In addition to

the growth in the total number of air carriers, the economic deregulation

of the aviation industry in 1978 resulted in a sorting cut of those

practices and carriers that were the most economically profitable from

those that were not. The rapid turnover of new carriers entering the

system, then departing and being replaced by new entrants, further

complicates the growth picture, and adds a new layer of complexity to the

Flight Standards Mission.

'P,
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While deregulation and the 1980-81 recession produced economic pressures on

the carriers, the safety record over the last 8 years has shown continual

imiprov~ement Y/. Nevertheless, saw indicators, such as enforcement actions

(See Figure 2) and increased accidents (Figure 3) in soie segments of the

* industry, have raised concerns about the overall safety of the industry and

FAA's ability to perform in this increasingly sophisticated environment.

Central to the management problem is the fact that FAA has had to

accomplish its safety regulat'ory mission with a work force that decreased

in size between 1978 and 1984.

Flight Standards Job Task Analysis and Project SAFE

The initial goal of Project SAFE was to reviewi and determine %hiether or not

the current inspector work force was being used as effectively as possible.

Initially, Project SUE was developed as a job task analysis of the

aviation safety inspectors. With the participation of over 300 FAA

inspectors from the field and headquarters, the Allen Corporation of

America, under contract to the office of Personnel Management, began work

in June 1984, to identify and dcument every major task a safety inspector

performs. The objective was to determine a standard of performance, the

necessary skills and knowledge required to perform, and ultimately to

provide data to redesign training to ensure adequate job performance.

1/ The safety statistics for 1985 will deviate from the downward trend dile

to recent accidents. Irv
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Phase I of the study was completed in Noember 1984 and [rovrided

demographic profiles of inspectors, information on experience and training,

and a list of tasks performed by inspectors. In Noviember 1984, inspectors

selected by FAA participated on subject matter panels to develop

consolidated job data sheets. Each job data sheet specifies the precise

elements and steps that constitute a particular task, the cues that trigger

the task performance, the tools and equipment required to omplete the

task, the environme~nt in which the task is performed, and the standards of

performance. initially over 300 tasks were identified, but they were

consolidated into approximately 230 tasks.

* The Allen Corporation reported the follwing general findings. Their final

report was issued in August 1985. (See Volume 2 for iewcutive Sumury.)

1. Lack of Standardization. Mo~st inspectors identified the lack of

standardization as a major problem which is seen as preventing uniform

interpretation and application of the Federal Aviation Regulations and

agency directives.

2. Inadequate FARs and Handbooks. Inadequate and ouitdated handbooks

and other guidance material, as well as confusing and obsolete FARs, have

contributed to the lack of standardization. Inspectors have assembled and

use their own set of guidance materials to help then interpret standards.
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3. Inadequate Training. The inability of the inspector viork force to

keep abreast through FAA training of the fast-changing technology,

especially in such areas as avionics, directly inpacts the credibility of

the inspectors and the FAA. Further, the timing and sequncing of training

*f or all inspectors is a serious problem in that there is no standard

pattern for who goes to training and when.

4. Insufficient Clerical Assistance. The lack of clerical help

significantly affects the efficiency of the inspector work force. Du.e to

the lack of office support, inspectors spend a portion of their tine

performing clerical functions.

5. Use of [esignees. While the use of designees is generally

accepted by air carrier inspectors, it has been questioned by' the general

aviation inspectors due to their lack of control and knowledge about the

standards being inposed by designees theoretically under their purview.

6. Geographical Area Concept. The concept is not fully working as

intended partially due to the lack of staffing to accon'plish even those

duties the inspector is charged with performing in the specific region.

7. Human Relations Programn. Eighty percent of the personnel

surveyed stated that the humian relations programn has had little or no

iripact on them.
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In addition to the documentation of tasks and general findings, the panel

deliberations produced comments concerning the adequacy and shortcomings of

existing FAA orders, handbooks, and proce-res. Almost 150 retions

were developed in areas such as standardization, training, and clerical

support. These recomendations and findings as well as those of the ?FTI

and GASA inspections resulted in a broadening of the objectives of Project

SAFE to include plans to address all of the elements of the Flight

Standards System.

National Air Transportation Inspection (NhTI)

In response to concerns that the recent growth of the air carrier industry

* has the potential to create safety problems, the Secretary of

Transportation, on February 13, 1984, directed FAA to conduct a nationwide

inspection of the air transportation industry. on March 4, 1984, the

Administrator initiated this special 90 day program to increase inspections

of air carriers operating under FAR Part 121 and comuter carriers

operating under FAR Part 135. The National Air Transportation Inspection

program (NATI) overall goals were: (1) to assess industry compliance with

FAA regulations and policies; (2) to assess the effectiveness of normal FAA

surveillance and inspection procedures in the current enviroment; and

(3) Tb develop a data base for DOT/FAA long-term review of the entire

aviation safety inspection program.
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During the program, 13,643 intensified inspections were conducted on 327

Part 121 air carriers and Part 135 commuters to determine the general level

of compliance of the industry. As a result of this, 43 air carriers were

selected for a more in-depth review because their operations warranted

further investigation. In addition, special purpose tear inspected 89 air

carriers and support groups in order to survey problemi areas that appeared

generic in nature, such as contractual training and maintenance,

airworthiness programs, carry-on luggage, emergency equipment, etc. The

findings of the inspections and report follow'.

1. Ninety-five percent of all carriers, including new entrants and

established carriers, were in comipliance with FAA regulations. Those no~t

in compliance were generally new entrants or carriers undergoing

significant changes in the scope of their operations or in their internal

management.

2. Since the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978, certain practices

among air carriers have changed, such as the degree to whidh air carriers

contract for services. Present regulations have not recently been reviewed

and updated to address these practices.
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3. Air carriers do not always understand what type and degree of

experience is required for their own personnel who are responsible for

assuring cxpliance with safety standards.

4. FAA inspector resources have not kept pace with the demands of the

rapidly growing and changing air carrier industry. Emphasis has shifted

fram inspection to certification.

5. FAA needs more cimplete and timely information on air carrier

operations and on inspection and surveillance manageffnt in order to

acccmplish its mission..

6. Non-standard application of FAA policies occurs because of

agency decentralization and rapid changes in air carrier operations.

Improved cutmunications are required between headquarters and field

offices.

General Aviation Safety Audit (GASA)

On June 20, 1984, the Secretary of Transportation ordered the Federal

Aviation Adinistration to conduct a couprehensive safety audit of the

general aviation and the curcial industry. The audit began on July 22,

1984, and will continue through December 1985. This project was not

initiated with the intent of solving any particular poblem; rather, the

audit is being used to identify potential prolems.
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The Offices of Airworthiness an. Flight OPerations sevelo[-J a

cotprehensive plan to inspect an(.' srvr.y selected elements of thY general

aviation and ccarercial industry. The plan consists of five seqnents, each

of which has a speci~ic work eleiint to te completed vithin a given rime

f rame.

The selected elerents to be ins[pected are: FAR 125, q erators (non air

carrier operators of large aircratt); P-irt 36, r'k.s E[bected Aircraft;

1'AR 61 and 14L, Pilot Schools; FAR 145, Repair Stations; Non COrtificated

Repair Facilities and Mechanics with Inspection Authorization; FAR 135,

On-Demand Air Taxis; Part 125, -biders of Deviations; Pilot xamniners; nmd

Certificated Flight Instructors.

The objective of the audit is to deternine, on a nationwide scale, the

effectiveness of FAA standards governirj the operation and rmintenance of

aircraft. In addition, GASA wiLl assess: whether operators, agencies, and

airmen required to corcply with the rederal Aviation Regulations are

qualified and performing in accordance with the applicable requir-enerts of

ttmse regulations.

In order to accoamudate the large volume of data collected, a ccmputerized

data collection system has been irqlemented. After collection and analysis

oE these data the FNA expects to be able to assess its overall

'ffectiveness and the need,] to ullpt or uxdify r(Tiiations and procedures

as they relate to ,-fety.
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Interimz reports on the findings are being issued as the analysis of the

data is complete. A final report will be issued in early 1986.

FINDINGS

In general, Project SAFE has shown that since deregulation the envirorment

of the aviation industry has changed dramatically creating the need for the

FAA to reassess the Flight Standards System. While hundreds of specific

findings and recommendations have emerged from Project SAFE, the following

constitute the major areas where inprovements to Flight Standards System

can have the greatest effect:

1. Flight Standards field and headquarters staff should be increased.

Field staffing has been deficient for several years. Additional

headquarters staff is rkaeded to guide and to evaluate field activities and

pro(note standardization through updating regulations and handbooks.

2. F'light Standards needs an effective evaluation program. The

interdependency of all functional elements of the Flight Standards System

at all management and field levels is critical. Each of the key elements

of the system must be capable of updating on a continuous, real-time basis.

Training programs supportex by standardized written guidance Lased on a jpb

task analysis and automated recordkeeping must be built into a management

system t1hat is responsive to changes in the operating environment. An
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assesment of the industry, based on actual inspection data, should be part

of the evaluation program, thereby allowing changes in the industry to be

integrated into FAA training and inspection programs.

3. Updating applicable Federal Aviation Regulations (FARs) should

receive priority. Expedited action should be taken to adopt regulations

that address the current environment and to rescind obsolete regulations.

4. Field Staff need standardized guidance on a timely basis. This

guidance should facilitate uniformity in inspection practices and

interpretations of regulations.

5. The auturated Aviation Safety Analysis System (ASAS) can increase

the productivity of field personnel. Automated systems can provide a

real-tine national data base effectively eliminating the existing prolem

of inter-regional data sharing. ASAS can also provide field personnel with

operator inspection and enforcement histories without regard to

geographical or FAA administrative boundaries; and allow management at all

levels to evaluate partial or total program effectiveness and industry

safety.

*
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6. Personnel management and training program should be revised to

provide sufficient numbers of highly qualified and trained inspectors to

accmplish the Flight Standards mission. The numbers of inspectors and

support staff should be predicated on the size and scope of the workload.

Applicants for inspector positions should be selected, hired, and trained

based on work program needs and their entry level experience.

7. Attention to the problems identified by Project SAFE requires

strong management oversight to ensure that corrective action occurs within

a tine frame that is caipatible with the total program.

PRODJ-r SAFE IMP E1rATION PLAN

The following chapters will describe the plan to modernize the Flight

Standards System based on these findings.

,a

IL
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CHAPrtR 2

FORBAST AND ASSLU4IONS

Status and Forecast for the Aviation Industry

This chapter provides statistical information about the size of the

aviation industry in 1984, and forecasts what the size and composition of

the industry will be in 1995.

By any measure, the United States airspace system is the busiest and the

safest in the world. Approximately 325 scheduled operators serve over 550

airports and enplane over 300 million passengers annually. (See Figure 4.)

In addition, there are over 200,000 aircraft traversing the nation's

airways, and they are becoming more sophisticated and will intensify the

use of controlled airspace and the services FAA provides. (See Figure 5.)

Over 3 million people are directly or indirectly involved in the aviation

industry. Of these, the FAA has direct oversight responsibility for almost

three-quarters of a million active pilots and half a million non-pilot

airmen. (See Figure 5.) Among these are over 15,000 designated pilot and

atechanic examiners who perform safety functions delegated to them by the

FAA.
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Economic Environment

The FAA has developed its own economic forecasting model using Chase

Econometrics data and software. The FAA's forecast for the period from

1985 to 1995 calls for strong ecorczuic growth, relatively stable fuel

prices and moderate inflation. The gross national product, adjusted for

price changes, is estimted to expand at an annual rate of 3.4 percent

throughout the period. Fuel prices are exected to increase at an annual

rate of 3.5 percent, considerably lower than the 4.7 percent forecast of

average annual inflation.

Generally, historical changes in aviation activity have paralleled changes

( in business activity; however, in addition to business cycles, several

important structural changes have occurred recently that have had dramatic

impacts on aviation. As noted earlier, the Airline Deregulation Act of

1978 opened previously protected, regulated markets to low fare

ccmpetition, which led to significant changes in the composition of the

scheduled airline industry. Deregulation was followed in 1979-1980 by

large increases in the price of aviation fuel, then a recession, and in

August 1981, by the air traffic controller strike. These phenomena

inpacted both comercial and general aviation.
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The econmic outlook through 1995 will have a strong positive effect on the

growth of commercial aviation, but a more moderate rate of growth is

projected for general aviation due to the structural changes taking place

in the industry. (See Figure 6.)

ommercial Aviation

Caimercial aviation includes Part 121 scheduled airlines and Part 135 air

carriers (those using aircraft that have more than 30 seats or a payload

capacity of more than 7,500 pounds). Prior to deregulation, the primary

distinction between air carriers and commuter airlines was the size of

aircraft and the freedom, or lack of it, to enter or exit markets. The

removal of entry barriers and the relaxation of restrictions on the size of

aircraft operated by cmuters has blurred the two classes of carriers and

contributed to the proliferation of new airlines.

The composition of the domestic air carrier industry has changed markedly

in the 6 years since deregulation. In 1978, the major airlines accounted

for 90.7 percent of domestic scheduled passenger enplanements. By 1984,

this share had dropped to 71.6 percent. A large part of this loss was due

to the fact that new carriers now account for 16.7 percent of all passenger

enplanements.
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Cczuter Airlines

The comuter airline industry developed and grew in an unregulated

environment, and between 1970 and 1984 almost 600 different comuter

airlines operated at one tire or another. Given the large nrmber of

commuters that have initiated service since 1970 and the fact that the

largest rumber of comimuter air carriers that were ever active in any one

year was about 250, the industry appears to be highly volatile. when

examined in more dtail, however, there is a much greater degree of

stability than is apparent when looking at only the total number of

carriers operating in any given year. Of the current top 50 commuters

about 70 percent have been in business for over 10 years. Over 30 percent

( of the comuters operating in 1984 have been in business for 10 years or

more, and over 50 percent for 7 years or longer.

In 1984, there were 217 commuter airlines, down frum a high of 250 in 1980.

While the trend in the number of ccmuters has been dowiward, there does

exist a core of stable, growing couuters that have evolved frum

relatively small business operations to very large business organizations.

This dclining trend in numbers, accompanied by increasing average size of

the business entities, is expected to continue through the forecast period.

This is due, in part, to a greater number of mergers, acquisitions, and, to

a lesser extent, bankruptcy. This trend within the camuter industry nay

ultimately lead to an industry duminated by 50 to 60 very large cmimuter

airlines.
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Air Taxis

The latest available estizmte for the mbter of air taxis is about 4,200,

although this way be low due to sacne double counting in other categories.

Because of the dynamic nature of this segment of the aviation industry, a

considerable amount of effort is still required to improve national

information gathering and forecasting of the mmber and operating

characteristics of the air taxi sector.

General Aviation

The general aviation industry is ecperiencing substantial change. New

aircraft sales are &)w from 17,811 in 1978 to only 2,438 in 1984. Student

pilots also dropped from 210,000 to 147,200 between 1980 and 1984.

However, the dollar volume of sales has increased during this period due to

the increase in sales of more expensive turboprop and turbojet aircraft.

Along with the decrease in aircraft sales, prices and operating costs have

been increasing faster than the rate of inflation.

There also has been an introduction of ultralight aircraft and vehicles

since the late 1970's. There are approximately 15 active powered

ultralight mnufacturers, and an estimated 10,000 active powered

ultralights operating in the United States. There are also approximately

10,000 active ultralight pilots. In addition, there are approximately
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8,000 to 9,000 unpowered ultralights operated by' an estimated 6,000 pilots.

The costs of owning and operating powered ultralights; are relatively low,

with the cost of the vehicles ranging between $5,000 and $8,000, and the

average operating cost of about $15 per hour. In comparison, the average

price of a single-engine certificated aircraft is $60,000, with an average

* operating cost of $30 to $60 per houir.

Additional evidence suggesting that general aviation growth nay be

moderating is the 12.7 percent decline in active pilots between 1980 and

1984. The 1984 numbers were up just slightly over 1983, an increase of

0.6 percent. During the period 1984 to 1995, active airm~en are projected

to increase at an average annual rate of just under 1.7 percent per year

(fran 722,376 to 865,700).

Given the factors stated above, the growth in the active general aviation

fleet will continue at a moderate rate. The population of active general

aviation aircraft is projected to increase from 210,200 in 1984 to 270,500

in 1995, an average annual rate of just over 2.1 percent. Within the

active general aviation fleet, the highest rates of growth will be in the

number of business use aircraft and the camuter airline fleet, with annual

increases of 3 .5 percent and 4.0 percent respectively from 1984 to 1995.
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Mechanics and Other Air Agencies

While it is projected that the number of certified mechanics will grow over

the next 10 years, actual numbers are difficult to obtain since mechanic

certification occurs only one time, and the FAA files have not been purged

of those who have left the field. The best current estimate is that there

are 100,000-125,000 mechanics. There is a slight increase forecast in the

number of maintenance technician schools, and repair stations are also

expected to increase at about a 2.1 percent average annual rate, from 4,458

in 1985 to 5,600 in 1995. Pilot schools approved by the FAA under FAR Part

141 have declined in recent years. The cessation of the Veterans

Aninistration program of assistance for pilot training on September 30,

1981, has been a contributing factor. However, fixed base operators

employing individual flight instructors and self-enployed flight

instructors continue to provide pilot training under FAR Part 61. This

latter rule does not require specific FAA approval to conduct pilot

training program or the use of supervisory instructor personnel with

specific qualifications.
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TABLE 1: FPBAST 1984 - 1995

Percent
Growth

1978 1984 1990 1995 1984-1985
Pilot Schools 1,617 1,200 1,100 1,000 -16.7

Maintenance Tech

Schools 144 156 164 175 12.2

Active Pilots 798,833 722,376 807,100 865,700 19.8

mechanics * 100- * *
125,000*

Repair Stations 3,609 4,458 5,000 5,600 25.6

Comercial Carriers
Part 121 40 110 100 90 -18.2
Part 135 Commuter 208 179 155 135 -24.6
Part 121/135 1 38 45 55 44.7

Aircraft
Air Carrier
(Part 121) 2,240 2,830 3,430 4,000 41.3

CC General Aviation 198,800 210,200 241,900 270,500 28.7
Business 55,500 62,500 77,600 91,100 45.8
Commuter
(Part 135) 1,400 1,530 1,900 2,300 53.3

Other GA 141,900 146,170 162,400 177,100 21.2

Commercial Domestic Passenger Enplaneents
(In Millions)

Air Carrier
(Part 121) 246.5 313.2 417.7 508.4 62.3

* Caimmuter
(Part 135) 9.8 23.2 35.8 50.7 118.5

• Estimtes provided from FAA file are generally nuch higher bemuse there is no
mechanim to purge the file of individuals no longer in the field.

-i ~ ~ ~ -> - * % : *~ * ~ *
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During the formulation of the plan to improve the Flight Standards System,

mn premises or assuuptions were used to underpin the objectives of the

plan. These assumptions, combined with the forecast, present the aviation

envirouent in which the Flight Standards System will operate.

FAA ission

The safety responsibilities established for the FAA by the Federal Aviation

Act will continue to be enphasized and be of keen interest to the public.

The mission, goals, and values of the FAA will not fundamentally change,

but the FAA will be challenged to keep pace and accomplish its safety

objectives in a dynamic environment.

The Economy

Aviation and air transportation will continue to be recognized as

significant contributors to the U.S. economy. Aviation activity and demand

for FAA services will continue to grow as specified in the forecast, and

the agency and industry will operate in a deregulated economic market that

is subject to some uncertainities.

VI
Is.
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Government Climate

There will be continuing emphasis on controlling Federal expenditures, and

the FAA activities will be conducted within relatively austere budget

constraints. More efficient inspection methods must be developed to better

target FAA inspector resources to more effectively discover and correct

safety issues developing in the evolving aviation fleet.

Technology

Advances in the development and application of new technology, as well as

innovative business practices, will drive the industry to improved

productivity and profitability. These technological and operational

* - changes will require careful oversight and more timely response frr. the

FAA inspector work force.

Human Resources

As the environment becomes more aomplex and expectations for services and

productivity frao FAA personnel increase, an even greater emphasis must be

placed on the individuals who nake the safety system work. Enhancement of

the training system and access to improved autcmation and caumunications,

ccmbined with increased staffing of both technical and clerical personnel,

will renew the capability and morale of the work force.

.V
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CoM m 3

PROJECT SAFE DGMMENMATION PLAN

Introduction

This is FAA Aviation Standards first 5-year plan to guide changes to the

Flight Standards System. The plan will be included as a portion of the

Aviation Standards strategic plan being developed as part of the

Administrator's overall planning initiative. Each April the FAA will

solict cxm ents and recommendations from interested parties inside and

outside the agency to inprove the plan so that a revision can be published

each September. The plan will provide a guide for the future of Flight

Standards.

As Project Safe progressed the Offices of Program and Regulations

Management, Airworthiness, and Flight Operations began wrk correcting

deficiences in the Flight Standards System as they were identified. At the

time of this report, the FAA has moved to correct the deficiencies

identified by Project SAFE. Cmopleted actions include:

1. Enforcement and other action to ensure that industry corrects

problems uncovered during the NATI and GASA inspections.

t-.
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2. Developed and issued standards for objectively determining the

number of inspectors necessary to monitor the aviation industry (completed

January 1985).

3. Redefined and established standards for investigations,

certifications, inspections, and enforcement actions (completed August

1985).

4. Evaluated and recommended adjustments in headquarters and field

01 staffing for 1986, 1987,.and 1988.

5. Established and set rational objectives and priorities for field

operations (completed August 1985).

6. Updated FAA's automated system to improve the agency's ability to

monitor field operations (completed August 1985).

The Project SAFE Ihplementation Plan builds on these accomplishments.

The Project SAFE Implementation Plan is a two-phase approach to addressing

the problem documented in Project SAFE. Phase I will update each part of

the Flight Standards System. This phase will be cmpleted by the end of

FY-1987. Phase II will more accurately define and automate the system so

that by FY-1990 the system will continuously evaluate the environment,

. '
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program mnagement, and industry safety status and identify the need to

update staffing requirements, training programs, regulations, policy, etc.

Appendix 5 contains the program activity resumes which identify the

principal specialist responsible for developing changes to a particular

part of the system and for defining the objectives, requirements, and

milestones associated with those changes.

The plan is divided into two unjor areas, flm~n Resource Management and

Program Management. Each relate to one of -he us jor sub-systems, which

comprise the Flight Standards System.

Human Resource Management •

The FAA's most iportant resource is its people. The central element of

the Project SAFE Inplementation Plan is the inspector (and the support

staff). Almost all of the project plans are organized around the inspector

and the support staff and strive to inprove the climate in which they wrk.

Hundreds of inspectors at all levels have been directly involved in

defining the Iplementation Plan through their participation in the Job

Task Analysis and in serving on team to develop each of the projects under

the Plan.

,.I
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The ultiwate objective of the Flight Standards Human Resource Management

Plan is to achieve and maintain excellence in productivity, orrpetence, and

human relations through the development and effective use of nanagers and

employees. There are several fundamentals upon which the Implementation

Plan has been built. They include:

0 Establishing and maintaining effective relationships among

employees and between employees and management.

o Maintaining a strong communications network throughout the

organization so that all employees are apprised of pertinent information in

a timely fashion; and,

0 Operating in a cooperative and collaborative manner across all

organizational lines.

The Flight Standards Human Resource Management philosophy also includes the

objective of promoting equal opportunity in an affirmative manner.

Continuing efforts will be made to encourage and increase the participation

of minorities and waren in the work force and through contracts and other

funded projects. One example of this is a project to develop a

para-inspector position. This position could provide an opportunity for

talented, experienced, clerical and secretarial personnel to perform

is!
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certain inspector tasks. This can offer career enhancement opportunities

for minorities and women not previously available while relieving

inspectors from many tasks where technical experience is unnecessary.

The [Human Resource Managmnt is the system to ensure that there are a

sufficient numbers of trained inspectors, managers, and support staff to

accomrplish Flight Standards work program . Since deregulation the growrth

in the aviation environmrent has not been paralleled by an equivalent

increase in the number of FAA personnel devoted to the inspection,

certification, and surveillance of the air carriers and general aviation

activities. instead, Flight Standards staffing in the field declined ty 9

percent and headquarters staffing was reduced by 27 percent between 1978

and 1984. Duie to the Secretary's initiative, the air carrier field

inspector staffing was increased by 166 positions in 1984 to return it to

the 1981 level. However, general aviation staffing is still insufficient

to fulfill existing work programs.

Aside f ran the need for miore Flight Standards personnel, Project SAFE has

identified human resource management areas where efficiency and

,ffectiveness of aviation safety inspector performance can be enhanced.

Each of the areas is being analyzed and alternatives are being developed.

%.
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1. Analysis of Functions. The manner in which the certification,

inspection, and surveillance functions must be acconplished by the aviation

safety inspectors has been significantly ipacted by the major changes in

the aviation industry since deregulation in 1979. The phenomenal growth in

camtuter and air taxi operators, and the rapidity with which carriers may

enter the market, and change routes and fleet conposition, coupled with the

extensive external contracting of maintenance functions have brought about

significant changes in the functions and responsibilities of Flight

Standards field offices. Changes have occurred in the experience,

qualifications, and training required. of the inspector personnel assigned

to those field offices.

The analysis of tasks contained within the JTA establishes the basis for a

joint headquarters/field review of the manner in which functions and tasks

are grouped and managed for program performance at the field office level.

A task group is being formed to review the present structure, to analyze

the findings and recumendations of the JTA regarding the most effective

grouping and structure of tasks and functions, and to recommend the most

effective assignment of functions bI type of office and tasks by type of

inspector. This task should be campleted by March 30, 1986.

" i~ %% w .- -a"t.II-':-~'~V,* ~ V.
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2. Position ManaWgement. After the amx et.on at the analysis of the

JTA, the position descriptions of f ioid aviatior, safet' inspectors will be

reviewed for accuracy and standardized poeitior. descriptions will be

prepared. This will be acctxqplished by DecanDer 1, 191$6. At that time,

the GS-1825 qualification standards wi1 be revised to reflect the

appropriate knowledge and skill levels for entry into the aviation safety

inspector field. Any required changes will be prepared by June 15, 1987,

for submission to the Office of Personnel Management. Concurrently, the

GS-1825 Classification Guide will be reviewed to assess its accuracy and

completeness. If required, a project to mordify and update the

Classification Guide will be initiated by September 1, 1987.

m.,

3. Inspector Selection Process. The current inspector selection

procedure includes a review of applicants' claimed past experience,

certificates, and ratings. Their credentials are rated and they may be

interviewed during selection for available vacancies. Guidelines for

selection are qualitative; further screening does not occur, and applicants

become career employees at completion of a one-year probationary work

period. When the applicant pool is rich in talent and there are many

applicants for each available position, the current approach is adequate.

The number of technically trained personnel in the applicant pool

fluctuates, however, while the number of vacant positions has increased.

*
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An Aviation Safety Inspector Selection/Screening Program is being developed

to provide Flight Standards with valid and objective procedures to identify

applicants with maximum potential for successful performance as aviation

safety inspectors. The proposed procedures will be conpleted by December

1986. They will include:

a. Initial applicant information to include aptitude and

occupational knowledge tests to determine acceptance and placenent on the

register;

b. An introductory placement test and flight proficiency

S assessment to determine training course placement and expedited flow of new

hires based Lpon expertise obtained prior to entry in the FAA;

c. A pass-fail training program that includes safety inspector

technical training and acceptable behaviors during acconplishment of

enforcement activities, and;

d. A data bank for tracking such information an erployees who

enter the program. This system would be used for evaluation of the tests

being used, the training course(s), and the differences in performance

among facilities and personnel. The purpose of such tracking data is to

monitor the system and develop changes for its inprovement.

NO . , .% , ii'" hI- "p -0 % 'p '% . %'. V
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4. Staffing Standards. Additional staffing and a better method of

determining appropriate resource levels were identified as critical by

Project SAFE. As an interim measure and in recognition of the tine

required for completion and implementation of SAFE, an existing but

inccuplete staffing standard was applied to the Fiscal Year 1984 actual

workload to determine resources required. That effort documented a

requirement for more than 350 additional inspector positions supported by

150 direct; administrative; and clerical personnel. FAA has requested the

first increment of those resources through the regular budget process.

A project is now being initiated to use the JTA data to develop a new and

complete staffing standard covering all aviation safety inspector functions

in the Flight Standards field offices. That project should be completed by

May 1986, and the requirements generated will be reflected in the FY-1988

budget submissions.

5. Training Programs. The need for major improvements in the agency's

Flight Standards technical training program has been recognized for some

tine. During the past 2 years, significant effort has been ecpended in

updating the existing courses, developing of the most critically needed new

courses, and increasing enrollments in current classes. A key part of

Project SAFE has been the completion of a JrA in order that an appropriate,

well structured, and effective technical training program for aviation

p !. ~ ~ -'P . * .~~'J . ~
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safety inspector personnel can be developed. While the JTA focuses

primarily on technical training requirements, it also specifies the need to

inprove the agency's system for identifying training requirements and

the overall management of the training program.

The inspector work force requires both initial and recurring technical

training to carry out assigned aviation safety programs. Required training

is provided by the FAA Acadeny, either in-house or by contract with

out-of-agency sources. Major changes in air carrier fleets and the

increase in the number and cxmplexity of equipment used by air taxis,

cummuters, and corporate aircraft operators have generated requirements for

training,which exceed the capability of the FAA Academy.

Due to staffing shortages, the FAA has only been able to update a few

courses in recent years. More students have been accomodated by

increasing class sizes where possible.

Recognizing that the solution will take two or more years, a task group

consisting of representatives of Aviation Standards, Personnel and

Training, the Aeronautical Center, and the regions has been formed to focus

on short term actions. These inprovements will occur in the FY-1986 and

FY-1987 tine period and will neet as many of the technical training

requirements for aviation safety inspectors as possible.
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Most training program inprovemnts require longer term, actions using

contractor support and will involve task groups representing heackjuarters

and regional Flight Standards organizations. Ionger term projects to

improve training courses include the following:

a. Develop crnprehensive training program reccmmendations based

upon the details of the JTA to be completed by April 1986.

b. Review the current structure and methodology for training

program management. Recommendations will include the most practical means

of acccplishing the required training; i.e., the Acadeny, commercial

contract, manufacturer supplied, computer based instruction, seriinars, or

other methodology. This will be oampleted by April 1986.

c. Review current training courses to determine their

applicability and validity in terms of the new training program

reuirefents by June 1986.

d. Assess the availability and currency in qualifications of FAA

Academy instructors. This will also be corpleted by July 1986.

e. Develop a revised aviation safety inspector technical training

program for all operations, maintenance, and avionics inspectors from entry

level through full performance job requirements to be ompleted by

April 1987.

, , - v- v- -" " --. V v q" '""v.-' N. -'--;'-.:' '' ; % o % ": -
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f. Revise agency orders defining the required and desired

training profiles for all aviation safety inspectors to reflect the new

training program requirements Ly April 1987.

6. Training System. The training system used by the agency to

forecast training requirements, obtain required resources, allocate quota

and resources, and to nwanage quota utilization and scheduling was designed

to meet a more stable and predictable training environmtent than that which

now exists in the Flight Standards technical training area. While the

requirement for orientation and initial job functions courses is determined

by the attrition and new-hire rates, other training requirements are driven

by the ever changing structure of the aviation enviromlent for which the

Flight Standards field offices are responsible. Project SUFE siphasized

the need for a review of the system to make it more responsive to the needs

of the Flight Standards safety program. Specific planned actions to

izvprove the training systemi include:

a. Study the benefits that wou~.ld accrue from centralized training

quota and training travel management by April 1986.

b. Analyze by December 1986 the training requirements forecasting

process and develop a revised process which will fulfill the needs of

Flight Standards programs. These requirements are driven by the aviat ion

industry/external demands and may change rapidly.
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c. Design and implement by September 1987 a system using the

program, personnel, and environmrental data contained in the Consolidated

and prepare changes to revise as indicated by the aforementioned studies

and actions by December 1987.

Program Management

One of the FAA's mo~st imrportant statutory responsibilities is to promte

safety and to provide for the safe use of airspace. Flight Standards does16.W

this throuigh program mranagmnt. In puirsuing the goal of promo~ting and

ma~intaining safety, the folloing policies apply:

aFlight Standards will mraintain an aggressive action-oriented

attitude toward aviation safety. Flight Standards will identify and

implmnt those safety improvements necessary to achieve and sustain the

high level of safety mandated by the Federal Aviation Act.

o Flight Standards will recognize and take into accouint both the

private rights and public obligations of the various segmrents of the

aviation industry in the development of safety standards.
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Flight Standards will pursue a regulatory policy that recognizes

the obligation of the air carrier to maintain the highest possible degree

of safety. Federal regulations will exist to the extent necessary to

attain this goal in the mo~st economical and efficient manner to the

Government and the carrier.

0Flight Standards will inform the aviation comunity about the

regulations, safety standards, and safety practices through the

dissemination of information relating to air safety.

0Flight Standards will provide a strong and consistent enforcement

program and will thoroughly and expeditiously investigate all reported

violations.

oFlight Standards has a strong interest in pramvting aviation safety

internationally, and will actively work to encourage the use and adoption

of aviation standards that will maintain and inprove the cuirrent level of

aviation safety.

Flight Standards Program M~anagement is the system that ensures that

the industry is mleeting its safety responsibilities. It is a complex

system defined by' the regulations and directives which direct inspectors

and their work programu. The work programr include over 227 distinct

s. inspector tasks. The findings of NhTI, GAM, and the Job Task Analysis all

point to the need to change the Program M~anagement System. The follow~ing

10 major areas of the program have been identified for change.
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1. Forecast. A forecast of the aviation enviroment has been made

upon which assumptions can be based to update the Flight Standards System.

The forecast and assumptions are contained in Chapter 2 of this report.

This forecast will be updated annually or when significant changes take

place in the envirorent. Forecasts will keep Flight Standards attuned to

changes in the industry that will impact FAA programs and provide tine for

making system changes.

2. JTA Recomendations. The nearly 200 Job Task Analysis

reconmmendations have been reviewed and will be considered as part of

upcoming handbook revisions or as proposed amendments to the regulations.

3. Regulations. By April 1986, each of the JTA recommendations for

change to the FARs will be reviewed and accepted or rejected. Those

reccamendations accepted for regulatory action will be included in a

project to review and rewrite the FARs to include Parts 121 and 135 which

will be initiated in FY-86.

4. Handbooks. The JTA reccariendations which involve policy or

guidance have been turned over to the operating divisions responsible

for inspector handbooks. These divisions are not only reviewing the JTA

reccmendations, but are also rewriting all of tie handbooks. This project

will standardize the format, organization, and presentation of operations

and airworthiness inspector handbooks. The rewritten handbooks will also

provide guidance to standardized performance by field personnel, update
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guidance &ie to technological changes, make handbooks ompatible with the

Wf1S system, and provide standardized indexing and cross referencing. The

handbook development will begin ampleting projects by July 1986. Cmplete

handbooks will be published by April 1987. The new handbooks will become

not only the principal source of guidance for safety inspectors but also

the source document for training program development.

5. Certificate Numbers. In an effort to automate, standardize, and

better evaluate industry safety, a project has been established to

standardize air operator, air agency, and manufacturing certificate numbers.

This project will be coordinated with regional offices and implemented in

January 1986.

6. Office Identifiers. A similar project to evaluate Flight

Standards work programs has been established to standardize Flight

Standards district office names and identification numbers.

7. Program Guidelines. A program guidelines order has been issued.

This order mandates a minimum program of surveillance of certificated

operators. By FY-88, FAA will develop an autamated feedback system which

will make it possible to rapidly update program guidelines to reflect

ongoing safety findings. These guidelines will provide sufficient

* information for Flight Standards to assess the safety status of the

industry as a whole and have confidence in the safety status of particular

I, operators.

I
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8. 1WPMS. The WPMS has been updated to be consistent with the

findings of the Job Task Analysis. Term such as "surveillance" and

"informal inspection" have been deleted and replaced with tenms which refer

to specific inspection requirements. The WPMS will be operational in

conjunction with the JTA and program guidelines in October 1985. It will

simplify planning and recording of inspector work. By FY-88, FAA will

develop a national automated system which will provide the capability to:

a. Update program guidelines,

b. Monitor the growth of the air operator populat.on,

c. Evaluate all survellance, enforcement, and certification

activities other than program guidelines designated functions,

d. Provide rapid access to safety data,

e. Provide nore accurate and timely reporting of field office

activities, and

f. Provide improved capability to conduct national level analyses

to predict and prevent future safety deficiencies.
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9. Evaluation Program. A project has been established to formalize

the national evaluation of Flight Standards Work Program Management. The

objective is to develop an evaluation program which will assess the status

of industry safety and the effectiveness of the Flight Standards program in

ensuring that safety.

As it relates to industry safety, the evaluation program will draw an the

experience gained in the NATI inspection. It will use inspection data and

* ASAS to identify indicators of deficiencies in the industry operating

systems. When the indicators of potential problem areas are identified,

" FAA guidelines and work programs can be amended to focus more inspector

attention in the areas where problems are more likely to occur.

To determine the effectiveness of Flight Standards Program Management, the

evaluation program will review programned versus actual work

accomplishmnts to assess staffing standards and field management. The

evaluation will also use ASAS to analyze safety findings and conpare the

findings and existing regulations, program guidelines, and technical and

procedural directives to recarmend where revisions could inprove safety or

program effectiveness. The evaluation will ensure (1) that the type of

inspections conducted are likely to identify safety deficiencies, (2) that

the quantity and quality of inspections provide an accurate evaluation of

operators, (3) that sufficient inspector resources are available and

-' applied to industry surveillance, and (4) that a dynamic, up-to-date data
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base is maintained to facilitate evaluations. Revisions to the Program

Management System would also affect Human Resource Managemrent in terns of

changes to position descriptions, hiring practices, career development

programs, training, etc.

The evaluation program is currently being developed. An order describing

and imrplemrenting the program is expected by mid FY-86. Improvemrents to the

ASAS will continue to improve Flight Standards evaluation capabilities.

10. Accident Prevention Program,. The Accident Prevention Program was

initiated in 1971 to reduce the general aviation rate by improving pilot

aeronautical skills, knowledge, and safety attitudes. The program has

since been expanded to include aircraft mrechanics, air taxi, and coimmuter

operators under Part 135 industrial operators of aircraft and, to a limited

extent, Part 121 operations. The primary activity of the program is to

hold pilot safety meetings which are sponsored and conducted jointly by the

FAA and the aviation industry.

The program's success is evidenced by calendar year 1983 figures which show

that there were 10,763 safety mreetings with 420,790 in attendence. The

aircraft accident rate has shown a downward trend that coincides with the

* activity of the Accident Prevention Program. It has been documrented that

when there are regularly scheduled, well executed safety meetings at an

airport, the aircraft accident and incident rate decreases and flying

activity increases at that airport.

*.?~~~k "VA.h.. . '* i-
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The Accident Prevention Program is formulating a "Back-to-Basics" approach

as its principal thrust in 1986. This will result in an increase in the

number of safety meetings in 1986 and increased FAA cammunication of safety

information to the industry.
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APPE 2DIX I

GLOSSARY

For the purpose of this report, the following definitions will apply:

1. Aircraft Accident - An. "aircraft accident" is defined by the NTSB as

"an occurrence associated with the operation of an aircraft which

takes place between the time any person boards the aircraft with

the intention of flight until all such persons have disembarked, and

in which any person suffers death or serious injury as a result of

being in or upon the aircraft or by direct contact with the aircraft

or anything attached thereto, or in which the aircraft receives

substantial damage."

2. Aircraft Incident - An "aircraft incident" is defined by the FAA as

"as aircraft occurrence, not classified as an accident, in which a

hazard or potential hazard to safety is involved." It is izportant

to note that many of the incidents have no identifiable operational

factors involved, but are found in routine maintenance and

airworthiness inspections. Most incident information is forwarded

by the operator to the FAA for analysis; however, the N1SB does

specify all type of incidents which must also be reported to them.
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3. Aviation Safety Analysis System (ASAS) - The national aviation

standards computer system for acquisition, retrieval and analysis

of data.

4. Certification - Inspector tasks associated with establishing initial

coupliance with the regulation and issuing the certificate required

by the regulations.

5. Enforcement Case - An enforcement case represents an action taken ty

the FAA as the result of one or more violations.

6. Geographic Area Responsibility Concept - The concept places the same

inspection and surveillance responsibilities for those operators

within its boundaries whose certificates are held by another office as

it does for the activity whose certificates it holds. This concept

does not lessen the assigned principal inspector's responsibility for

overall certificate management.

7. Industry - All members of the aviation chmmunity include 146 users of

the national airspace system and supporting organizations.

8. Inspection - Inspector tasks associated with determining on-going

wmpliance with the regulations.
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9. Investigation - Inspector tasks associated with determining regulatory

compliance of the operations and/or airworthiness of aircraft as a

result of accidents, incidents, inspections or ocuplaints.

10. Operator - A person holding a certificate authorizing the

transportation of passengers and/or cargo for coapensation

or hire.

11. Part 121 Air Carriers - Any person who undertakes, whether

directly or indirectly, to engage in air transportation under

the rules contained in FAR Part 121. Such operations would

characteristically be conducted with aircraft having a naximim

seating capacity of more than 30 seats or a payload capacity of

more than 7,500 pounds.

12. Part 135 Air Taxi - Any person who conducts passenger carrying

operations under the rules contained in FAR Part 135 (and

thus would operate aircraft having a naxim-m passenger seating

capacity of 30 seats or less and a nuximum payload capacity of 7,500

pounds or less).

13. Part 135 Comuter - Any person who conducts scheduled passenger

carrying operations with a frequency of at least 5 round trips per

week under the rules contained in FAR Part 135 (and thus would

woolL
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operate aircraft having a naximum passenger seating capacity of

30 seats or less and a naxinum payload capacity of 7,500 pounds

or less).

14. Program Guidelines - National order prescribing the minimum inspection

program and the process for developing district office work programs.

15. Staffing Standards - Standard average times to accomplish a special

Flight Standards task. By comparing the standards, the program

guidelines, and the number of operations in the industry, the Flight

Standards staffing requirements can be derived.

16. Ultralight - A vehicle that weighs less than 254 pounds and is used

for recreation and sport purposes only and by a single occupant.

17. Violation - For the purpose of this report, a violation is "an

official report filed by an FAA Aviation Safety Inspector, which

alleges that an operator has failed to comply with one or more

requirements of the air safety regulations."

18. Work Program - Planned and actual investigation, certification,

inspection, and enforcement tasks.

19. Work Program Managenent System (WPMS) - A subsystem of ASAS which

contains data on actual and planned inspection activity. Data is

entered into the WPMS at the district office and will be monitored

and analyzed in the regions and nationally through a national data

base made up of routine input from district offices.

'V
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AAVS P~A"CE~ R3

Date of Asin: Mya~ 26,19115 frriActiiY 1b.

Job 2w* Analysis

PRMMXAL WIr Z?

Churl"s . Salsr MVO-200

* L3WVEx (Brief descriptian of At is to ba ;r 1iul~jj.)

Perform a ~rhasive nie and analysis of the task prfocmd tV filw "lht
B tanderds Lstms

aIOUMaMM (Brief descriotion ci 7aj project is wIg ;,ude0-01n

'Te objective of the Ml .t2* Is to prwide a basis fmc definig themck tAss of
aviation safety Inspectors aid to Identiy the training imoesary to perfain thoe
tanks In the most effective ed tanb~riaxa way. In Mddtion to Infiamtion urn the
tasks beMn perfore, reouuwe-detiaas will be dewloed idiressig training and

mny alJmr facets at the inspwcms work force.

59ui WIMz: (fliat signifinant waents ad dates 4zring pgoject uie.

co' nitial fwised

Phase I 10/15/6 10/15/84
- Initiate idniicto of tmw man

functions and inspector activities
* Cadtict wasite, surveys at selected

Fm facilities
- Hmase I delivorablep sti* rVzt 0/48Phase XX 05/15/65 05/24/85 0/4

-I vEalidation by subject matter
aqarts

- otezmint iosby wibJect matter uqart
panels of preferred methids of performing
ena Identified tasks

- welopment of zscomuusd~tium
4PMase 111 06/15/6

Legal re i Eonseolidated ta

Ew ftorn w2 s 06/30/65
- Final £ar
- Final doamtad Job (task) hmeet

Ox~lded &ta, base of sarvey
fagm Lo colled in Phas I

WlLS:(Etor 2.U~rrf LN inoiniown.)
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JIW A~4

Dte of Reume: JUly 26. 1985 Program AcivIty 1b.

Jo 'bak Analysnis (XA Mczwmnd~tiais)

WRICAL UcAISM T

Charles W. Mile, . fber. Dave, lay~md laukis, pdhi & qZ:ECW~ :izt 0;ra.~o R Rjrsnoeel:;
1. Collate 3?A recMIsMrdtians.
2. etermine apropriate action and action office.
3. Assign to appropriate action office o ongoing Voject.

XUW04W.-! (Brief dec ETan of Ib Orojecti en wd~mtW=e.)

As part of the JM, subject -- tter eapert janls copoeed of M field inspectors
fonmlated nearly 200 r-omMIentiosia that way haw an affect an the tasks that they
perform. Them rcxumndations nut be revieed and proerly addressd in
conjunction vith the various subsets of Project Sm as the jZ'A, training
regulatory, guidance, organizational, and other mtta are processe in anction

wihProect ME. A'

MLE9 1 2CEVL: (List signifi ant events and dtes d]rIg project lfe.)

initial Revised
Ackh d , 1 hiled Actual

letion ioleticn .. vtetion

Collate and review YrA recouendations 08/15/85
Cllect and reviw regional bnpt 08/30/85
Determine appropriate action 09/13/85
Assign ation to appropriate ection 09/25/85

office
Autarate tracking process for actioned 09/25/85

re 4ntions

STATUS: (Enter rrent ifo tion.)

P ,- - -p , !,~?.' . .
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AWS FdE Resume 1b. -
Data of Rm: Data Dee " ;; ; JT;

Evlaa -o riigfsytism (as It rlt@t S

PIIPAL SPOIM To 1m lmert Alice Payne, AM-in
Team 3wer*: C. HidCst M. Hrdestsr, M. Br~m, 111%-300i L. IMahme, D. ftttert
MPOI C. Iftyernicic, AM6-3OO; If~er o, m-20o; Barbara Jurjins #M.U200,
Jerry Byram, AAC-950; Mkrtha 3m..., AM-17

CBM=IVE: (Brief des~jiption of ft Is to be acom.plished)

Duure that there 15 a training systm that provides the most effective and
efficient man for planning, scheduling, and maintaining national flight
standards training rquirmnts/progrmin (quota mannagmnt, resoroes
Course maintenance, systda PrOCOmdur/Policies, etc. ),, and that th systnt Is
utilized and managed properly.

REQUIREMENr: (Brief description of _ft project in being eta )

Recent sudwies, the Project SAFE MTA, and the MnT document the aned for
inwroving the existing systm of identifying/schaduling AS! training nodis.
Because FS technical training requirements are driven in large purt byr
industry/external demrands which change rapidly, It Is difficult to effectively
budget and plan for actual course needs 1 to 3 years In advance without flexible
budgeting, forecasting, and scheduling systen for programmed and nrga
requirements.

NILM4TM E MSUE: (List signficant events and dates duigprojc lfe)

Scheduled Scheduled Ata
Cctpletion Oivl~tion alto

Establish Tewn 7/3.5/65 7M5/85
Develop sub-resunes for evaluation

of training system 7/29/85 8/16/85

Nanagowent approval of resume and
sub resumes 9/1/85

(Sub-resume tam develop rom.)

Team review of recemandations 4/1/86

Managarent review/boncurrence of
reasmendatins 5/1/86

* Develop -izrntaion Plan 7/1/6

9D=1: Mawe current infR"MRo)

K?' ilestones ad scheduled ompetion dates are dependent upon other SUfl projects
which my impact this project. Then mbresu to be developedl at this timis
will adres 3 areas conoerning the training system, and are Subject to change
leter. 'Te 3 areas ae 1) training budget proce51 2) training directives,
policiefs, aid prcdread 3) training data omanagmt. (See attached for
more specific Informat ion concerning aab-rssme.)



S1o% #i: valuation of TrainingSy stm(as It reat to lS)

2.Training Budget Process

a) (MI) training requiri or
b) training *Wl~rent requirexments,
c) crse development wrkload estimst
d) maw technology training needs - long and iort-tem

2. Training Directives, Policy, and ftooIursm

AvS- Categories..(=Lndatory. etc.), timing, rioritim, identfying new
technology training needs (lon- and xhort-tarm)

AWr- System procedurm, design, proesses, CPMS, Order 3000.65(Training)

AAC- System inplerrentatin, aw.rse dewlo.ptnt, o.rae delivey,
out-of-agency training arrangements

3. MSAS/CMPIS/VAX(C M) interface to identify, schedule, and rooord
training IW

p,.%

• , 4
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AVS RSUE FAww NO. 7ft-JA
__ Date of Resme: Date Bir-/Ceaoe3W:

Date of Revision: Final Ompletion:
PHMS TITIB:
Rev/Zvkluaticn of the Training Budget u5 pbreomting Pramsw

PRZ~1PL W ALMS: Tom LadI

(B. WE: (Brief description of wha is to be acocplishe3)

Ensure that there in effective and efficient planning and forecasting fo pS
training resoures (training travel, tuition, esuipment) and that existing py
resorces are utili~d and managed efficiently.

RBOUIRD01r: (Brief descr=iption of b project is being urdertasui)

Forecasting FS training requirazuents (enrollments, cotwe development, new
technology training needs) is dn at AVS --~qare with little, if any,
regional FS Division input (except for the annual Cani for Training
Requirevents). Also, there is minimal AVS involvmnnt in the processe that aw
projected requirements go through whzen being converted into dollars for
inclusion in the Centralized Training Budget. In additiont existing F!
resoure (travel and tuition) are very vulnerable to being reprogauw5 due to
other Agency requirements. Regions are allocated training travel, whiile
training schedules, quota and tuition are managed at the Acany. The result of
recent studies, the WMT, andS Project SAFE, lisd to the need for a
review/evaluation of the training forecasting and bud~get process ud the AvS
involvuent in that process. Scas of the suggestions/onomrns, which have
recently surfaced are: a) au~nt of FS regional Involvement In forecasting; b)
follow-up by' AVS, and feedback from Apr, concerning the FS portion of the
Training Budxget;i c) inproved forecasting of VS training requirments; d)
cetralization of training travel to match quota allocation.

q wXnZrOinE SOIHWLE: (List significant events and dates during project life)
Revised

Schdued Scheduled Actul
Owyletion Qxyletion ~veion

Analyze forcasting process /8

(ftwe specific milestones to be
developed by team)

UTXVUS: (Enter current infoxration)

The forecasting pcsad include# but my not be limited to: 1) Five-year
S Training Estinates i 2) Call for CY/SY Training Estimates, andl 3) Call for FY
~.Training Reqirmvnts. Also, consideration shouald be given to the Vwget

Modernization Program during this project, to avoid onflict or duplication of
activities.



AVS RMEE esue No. IR-IB
Date of R =esum: Date Deferrd/an=e':
Date of Revision: Final Completion:
PREC TITIE:
Revie/Evaluation of Training Directives, Policies, and Procedures

PRINPAL SPECIALI5T: Team Leader:

CS, IVE: (Brief descript-,,. of what rs to be acomplishs)

Ensure that AVS/APT/AAC training directives, policies, and procures which

support the system used in managing FS training, are accurate, valid and
effective. %here necessary recomend inproveients/changes that will lead to an
effectively managed, but flexible system that supports the PS training program.

RAllUIBRE r: (Brief description of ! project is being undertaken)

Existing directives, policies, and pxocedures which relate to FS training are
those that were established several years ago, and in some caes are no longer
effective or have been superseded, resulting in difficulties and inonsistencies
in trying to manage the FS training program at headquarters, the Academy, and in
the regions. Directives such as 3000.6B, FS 3000.17, and AVS training profile
orders are in need of updating tO esure standardized PS training guidance. "
Improvements are needed in policies and procedures relating to CpMIS
utilization, the course developrent revision process, training categories 

and

priorities, flight training identification and management, and procurement of FS
Cut-of-agency training. These are only examples of parts of the overall system
which we blow should be reviewd- there my be others.

MILEINE SCHEDULE: (List significant events and dates during project life)
Revised

Scheued Scheduled Actual
Q'Crletion CmPletion Qzmvletion

Updated training directives, policies,
procedures 12/87

(Mbre specific milestones to be developed
by team)

STATUS: (Enter current information)

REaNWK-'.:

p2

!'
I, .. .... ., - -..-v -. -v -- *,: ,*ji',,Vd ,"s',; , V-' %*'*N% ." r " ",
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-VS ST,,E smre No. "R-iC
Date of Resuin: Date Deferred/Canoeld:
Date of Revision: Final 0=nletion:

WRJ~ TITLB:

Training Data Identification, Interface and bnagement

WtICIPAL SF"IAL : Team Imeder:

BJrIVE: (Brief description of what is to be accmplished)
Identify sources fo data (automated or zmn-autcmted) that have the potential
to be interfaced to lead to a totally automted system of identifying,
scheduling, and recording FS training for the ASI work force, as well as
forecasting long range training neAds.

. R~IRMr: (Brief description of w project is being anlertaken)

It appears that the informntion contained in the cmpIS and MM S, and the j1A
data that is Lo be stored in the VAX (MM) has the potential for interfacing
which ould lead to a more effective and automated eans of handling the
training needs of the work force.

MILESSIU E CEULE: (List significant events and dates daring project life)
Revised

Scheduled Scheduled Actual
Owpletion umpletion _mpletion

(TO BE DEVELOPED BY TEAM)

STATUS: (Enter current information)

RnohRsA mrm.

The U should be xonsidered daring this project so as to avoid conflict c
duplication of activities.

.,,



Date of R--TUik- : Da Deferred/Cwxeed:
Date of Revision: -. Final QCzzpletion:
PFR)ECT IMTLE,:
Devec~i .... " fcz Aviation, Safety Iraqxwtor

Team Me~-i6 C. 1--,M.20; . Chhtr, AW-200; J. Keari, AAC-950;

~~' ,.,' I c Cr-=Plished)
~ux~. iA~ -z- to1n 'rai-in organizational structure are

1j f . J L ~~i~ ~e Av(.ation Safety Inspector in
t~ tn .. 7 7X.A $ ; tzsk;. P*bnitor 014 co~ntractor

tiiP -1 tk1l l "XI

~- "~'~KI ~ve douamnte the nee for
,~.. ~)A ' oi.'inimg prxogram. Significant

iirpro~-w ~.. ~ ~ ,arricnilun, training profiles,ai
~ 1ii~7 ~ t IningrI '.)rgarizational structure must

d,~ 1: &3 dutP. ring project lfe)
Revised

k-i'Ie 11 Scheduled Atual
£~Peti~ Ogapletiy gveia,

4 ~J.'2./8507/15/856
De% j1 298. 08/16/85

Tc-anm(-'......
StcItr-,) 7080/2185 08/19/85

Jre-.xfATths tre
110 acrf* c the-

concemin

'' ,:xci-ira nn

ta ..:, 4J c.n

a .-. .%
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AVS IUMM Bes'.m No. R-2A
Date of ResuCe: Date Deferred/Canceled:
Date of Revision: Final a~letion:

evasop oSI Traianta Program a o tatoons

PRCIAL SPBILS: Team Isoder:

~~CIBJ ' VE: (Brief description of what is to be acomplished)

Based on the JTA data, and via oFM contact, deeo training program
ireamadtions for the ASI training.

_IREME2r: (Brief description of 3hy project is being iietaken)

One of the most useful tools in structuring an effective training program Is a
JM,. Knowing there are deficiencies in our existing training program, the Jim
data should now be converted into recrmmendations of how the ASI training
program should be structured, what it should contain, and the most effective
methods that could be used to deliver the training. Because of limited internal
resources, the development of these reomunerations shculd be aconplished by
ontract.

MItEM NE SO{EDUIE: (List significant events and dates during project life)
Revised

Scheduled Scheduled _____

__Mletio_ Oetion Ooletion

Team concurrence with Qontractor
statenent of work 8/2/85 8/19/85 8/19/85

Mgt. approval of contractor work
plan 9/13/85

Contractor development of training

program recovefndtians 4/30/86

Team concurrence with reoommndations 5/30/86

Mgt conurrence with remendations 6/30/86

VRMS: (Enter current information)

The principle specialist on this project should ensure that the contractor
progress is monitored and that overview by AVS/AT/AAC, collectively, does



Date Of ]R:esizme Nk. TR-2B
Date of Revi;: Date Deferred/O-celed:
Date of Revision: Final Copletion:
PRT~ TITIE:

Develcp a Nw/revised PSI Trainig program

PRINCIPAL SPIALIST: Team Leader:

OBJECrVE: (Brief description of %hat is to be acccmplished)

Based on the JrA and acceptance of training program reoanmdations, ensure the
developmfent of a new/revised ASI training program, which will consider what is
currently in place, as well as any new/revised FS policies cerning
training. Should be accomplished b contract.

MEUIRMEE: (Brief description of why project is being undertaken)

M MT SOEUIE: (List significant events and dates during project life)
Revised

Scheduled Scheduled Actual '
Cmletion .QqMgletion Ompleticti, -

Team concurrence with statrnt
of work 5/30/86

Mgt approval of ontractor work
plan 7/30/86

Contractor development of new/

revised training program 4/30/87

Delivery of Prototype 4/30/87

Delivery Iflementation Plan

TATUS: (Enter current information)

(Sam as Project #TR-2A.)
*i.
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'/,,-: V'S REUM ResmMe No:. TR-2C
Date of Resune: Date Deferred/Canceled:
Date of Revision: Final OCbpletion:
PkJC TITLE:

Examine and make recruxrdations concerning training organizational itieubcr

PRINCIPAL SPECIALIST: Team Iea1er:

6BJETrIVE: (Brief description of hat is to be accomplised)

Ensure the existing organizational structure clearly a44ports the MI training
program in the most effective and efficient mnner.

t--RBQrEM : (Brief description of !t project is being un'dertaken)

There are several organizations (APT, AAC, TSI, APR, AFO, AM, and regional
counterparts) which currently have sore type of responsibility for, or input to,
the ASI training program. It is very important that the responsibilities for
each be examined, as well as their relationships with one another, to ensure the
most efficient and effective management of the training program. Whether or mot
any responsibilities or relationships change, they should be clearly identifie!

* ,to avoid any misunderstandings or duplication of duties.

MIILSINE SCHEDULE: (List significant events and dates during project life)
Revised

Scheduled Scheduled Actual
Cmpletion Conpletion Ompletion

A;(TO BE DEVELOPED BY TEAM)

STU: (Enter current information)

Should onsider activities of projects associated with Evaluation of Training
SytV m ( -i).

ea- k ' ZZ.7



Date of Resus: Date Defer-Id/Officele5:
Date of Revision: Final ampletion:
Man TrIL:

ASI Training Profiles

PRINCIPAL API A : Team Leader:

OBJECTIVE: (Brief description of what is to be accoMlished)

Ensure valid and Oxcise ASI training profiles exist that wll support a
new/revised training program.

REQUREME-: (Brief description of why project is being undertaken)

Existing profiles for the existing training program are not being adhered to for
various reasons (e.g., training slots not available, profiles too flexible
concerning sequence and timing of training). In view of a new/revised training
program, we must make sure there is standardization of training for new (or
journeyman) inspectors (i.e., what training, when, how often, category, etc.).

)MESTONE SCHEULE: (List significant events and dates during project life)
Revised

Scheduled Scheduled Actual
Comletion Completion Completion

Revised training profiles for new
training program 4/87

(More specific milestones to be
developed by team)

STATUS: (Enter current information)

Should consider activities associated with projects under Evaluation of Training
System CR-1). Also, mist consider any other Project SAFE projects that include
policies.

-.. ....... . ,,.,,,. v . ". . '',* ' .y;. '. *" * '?J ;? ;'' ; ' '
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AVS REtS4E Pieue nrd/~ o .I

Date of PRevision: Final gnletion:

PRJB TITIZ:

instructor Qualification, Utilizration, and Training

PPI~IPAL SPECIALIS: Team Imader:

TOD

OBJErIVE: (Brief description of wvhat is to be acxmiplished)

Ensure there is an effective and well-qualified instructor staff to deliver a

new/revised training program.

R!ZQUIREEr: (Brief description of !b project is being undertaken)

Several issues cixoering 7S instructor qualifications have surfae recently.
Scle of those issues are; a) difficulties in recruiting instructors, b)
qualif ication and recncy of experience of instructors, and 0) instructors also
being course developers. In view of a new/revised MI training progrm we must
have effective and well qualified instructors. In addition, the instructor
staff that will deliver the new training program must first receive the
training theziselves, since the development of it will be waccuplished via

4 contract.

MaLzsrIoN SCHEDULE: (List significant events and dates during project life)
Revised

scheduled Scheduled Actal
Qzmvlet iof CmPletion ggzrletion

Assess availability and currency in
qaulifications of instructors staff 7/86

(More specific milestones to be
developed by team)

BUM J: (Enter current information)

RE~KS'N=:



AVS RES1M Resume No.
Date of Resum: Date Deferred/O• celle . .
Date of Revision: Final OCmpletion:

1 W TITLE:
Establish procedures to standardize aviation safety inspector (SI) personnel
activities to comply with Project Safe recommendations.

PRINCIPAL SPOCIAMST: Team Leader: Joyce Savoy, APR-lI0; Team Members: Scotty
Sudduth, ASO-203; David Hill, Farmingdale GADO (AEA); Mike Sobczyk, APT-200; Ken
Giordan, APr-400; Lynn Jensen, Cleveland FSDO (AGL); Charles Morris, AM)-330;
Angelo Mastrullo, AM-340; Mike Sacrey, AFO-820; Dave Potter, AFO-260

CBJESrIVE: (Brief description of what is to be accouplished)
Develop national guidance concerning standarization of ASI personnel activities
jointly with AVS and'APT for issuance to the field.

RE JIREMENT: (Brief description of w project is being undertaken)
If changes occur to work programs and staffing standards, as a result of Project
Safe, need to ensure that ASI personnel activities (position descriptions,
qualification standards,classification standards) are updated to reflect these
changes.

*jmwoio SMiM)ULE: (List significant events and dates during project life)

Revised
*Estimated Scheduled Actual
Oompletion pompletion Completion'.-"

1. conduct joint headquarters/field 03/30/86
review of present structure to
analyze findings of JTA regarding
most effective grouping and
structure of tasks and functions and
recommend assignment of functions by
type of office and tasks by type of
inspector.

2. Review position descriptions of 12/01/86
field aviation safety inspectors.

3. Review/revise qualification 06/15/87
standards.

4. Review/revise classification guide
(to be initiated by 09/01/87)

STAT.: (Enter current iiforniation)

PJ4qUM/NES:
*Above milestones and estimated coupletion dates not developed by Team.
Ompletion of these milestones will be dependent upor information received from
other projects. Sub-resumes to be developed by team.

,,,, . ., ,,,,, - -. -- - ,, , , - " , ' , - . "-
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.S RErS.! Resume No.
ateo esue Mate Defergei/Canc.11.di
ate of 39ov15Ions

Aviat ion Safety imspactor Selection Proprem

1:UCIcpAL SPECIALISTS
z. w. Pickrel. AAM-500

Gz_'CTVz: (3zaef description of what to to be &ccounplished)
Develop initial sect ion end screening (pass-fail training) pracedus
that wili enhance the ability to identify persons %f have uaximn potential
for succssful pefoxsnoe as Aviation Safety Imspactors.

;UIAZT: (Brief description of why pro~ect t3 being undertaken)

Tcay's procedure includes only a rating based upon Claizmd past experience
certificates. and ratings. Gidelines are qualitative. there Is no fild~" evaluation,* wd applicants bacam career wployes at amiet ion of a M-yMar
probationary work period. Valid and objective, qmatitative prc=Wau We
neeed for ident if icat ion of persons with mauim=u poten~tial succe~ssful
perfozrnance as aviation safety inspectors.

'~..S~Z CF.=Z: fLast signaficant events and date& duaring project life)

1. Report reviewinrg currnt rating pr cc- Sus Hiuer1385

2. pepot on validation of scdhiavuwnt tests for
pass-fail1 screening couse 295~r 36

* 3. Report an develOPmuft of 0=41i8ticfll k3mWWVDada 18
I gttte tems lS

~~a.Sa ~ ~ 'I VZie *0Z~s tIfW iN)

'e % , - q*.'L& ; .NJf'
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bday's procedure Inclues a review of aqplicwits' cl&nd past aWp(erm,.
on-tificates. and ratings. Ther n rasSentials we rated by the gactal

Eanunng Unit and they way be given Interviews Oing sIlction fr
available vacancies. Gdelines for selection are qualitative fLrther

scning does not occur, and aplicants becon career emipyM at
couplet ion of a one-year probationay wok period.

Mean the ipplicant pool is rich in talknt ad there ae Many Wpltscn
for each available position, the curent approach has been adquate. Nowww
the number of technically trained persorpel in th apilcant pool Is er
deasasing, =,d the nutber of positions available (and nrter of p rsons

needed to fill positions) is increasing. This propoed Avkitin Safety
kInispector Select ion/Screening Progran is for developrant of valid and

objective prooedures to identify persons with uiximum potential for
successful performance as aviation safety inpectors. The grad=" to
be desigrwd-nat be flexible, ada Ive to changes in the quantity and quaLity

, of persons in the applicant pool and the nwnter of jobs available.

The experinental spproach w include a vdtiple-step &mum. At the t/m
of initial entry into the career field, persons will attend a cantrallzed,
pass-fail training course. Course content will stilate job rZ~qumironts,
including the operations/airworthiness technical aspects and aept ble
Inspector behaviors when accaiplishing regulatory enforwcint sctims.
Instructor evaluations ny be included in pass-fail avaluations. Tests
to be used in the course will first be arninistered to various levels of
aviation safety inspectors in the field, ad their sores will serve as
a data base for evaluation of student perfamoncas In the cme.

A second gro of tests wil be designed for administration to aplicants
before entry into the training rogrWmn. These will include usasurs of
aptitude and knowledge of the occupation and the wethods for presenting
the mnterial may include paper/pe.cil, Cr. training devics, wand sfirtlatou.
They will be arninistered to various experienoe and perfonanoe lavels
of aviation Inspectors in the field and initial classes of students entering
the training course to derive a data base for evaluating future aplicants.

he proposed operational system v Iincludes

(1) initial application information, as obtained today, and aptitude an
occuational knowledge tests infavmtian to detwmdne acopancie ad
placenent on the register;

(2) tzaining cour'se ac hivrnt test and training device /slnlator scares

to 6etermine training ovrse plao -nt and expeditd flow of parsons baed
Wpan expertise obtained crior to entry in the PA;

(3) a pas-fal training program that includes safety Inspector techni!ad
traininig-wad aboeptable biehaviors duing accxziplishment of enfcrrierat
a-tvites. and;

(4) a dat bank for tracking such infacr-tion on an w mnter the progre, ,..

C far future evaluation of e*lrents much as the tests being used and future
tte that are developed,. the training omn-et s) , observing ad studying
differecs In perfonci Nnonwrg fac ilit ies ad personel. Tho abject of
such tracking data will be for mionitoring the system and developing dwmngas
fo its i MAt.
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AV ~~M~C1I~Rj

I~t ofResmw Juy 26, 1985 Program Activity MD.

AVSFliht tadars Fel InpecorHndbook Ncxdernzation adStand"-dizatioi

Charles V. Muler, APO-220; Micahel bacrey, AFO-20; fted WIa, mAp-0,
Leo Wieston, AWS-340; Robert Dwe, APR-300
CBJEETIVE: (Brief description of vtt is to be ec~zplishsd.)
1. Standardize the format, organiza-tion, ard presentation of CqrtIOiu ard
Airworthiness han~oKs which are the principal s=rce dmwents that VrOwide

*guidance on oncepts, policies, and practices to field inspectors.
2. Prov'ide effective directive guidance for standardized perfo~nwu by fie.ld
personnel.

.3. Update and develop zpcessary guidance In acordance %ith curent and anticipated
technology.
4. Make hanRoks cazpatible with YrA and MMN and readily revi sable than necessry.
5. Eliminate conflicti~ng inforiration and unnecessary duplicatlon aid provideb for
standard indlexing and cross ref erencina.
REIUnMU4~: (Brief description of ft project is b&ing ardertiiten.)
Results from the National Air Transportation Inspection Program and the flight
standards Job Task Analysis MJA) project indicate an urgent ud practical need to
modernize, coordinate, and standardize the handbooks used by field inspectos. am
overview panel-s studied the feasibility of standardizing the fomnt and --sntto
of handbooks used by general and air carrier operations and airworthiness Inspect=&s

.,j andmanufacturing inspectors. These panels veded that such a project be
:qundrtaen.Project SUM reuirements indicate a need to initiate this projeft a
aaias possible due to the Iipact these dxcuuents hffve an the many sib--projects

associated with Projc SUM.

Scheduled Ochaduled Aftual

Develop an AVS order that sets forth 0/6/85
specifications to standardize the
fortuat, design, and presentation of

seletedAVS handbooks
Qmx2rrent coordination and approval 06/30/85
Ass ignment of personnel to a Hndbook 08/30/85
* Review Board by AFO-l, XG-l r and APF-l
Initiate and have approved project resumes

for divisional handbook rawrite
hFO-800 09/13/85
APO-200 09/13/85
ANS-300 09/13/65
AlE-200 09/13/85

WVUS: (Enter current information.)

- R3JRKSACYrE~s
MBwill continue In offect for the life of the AVS order rsfrenced abov.

4M WS ill have the additiona responsibility of periodically breifing AVS-l and
other Interested parties on o'erall project status.
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AYS RESUME Resume No. VS-85-

Date of Resume: 01/23/85 Date Deferred/Cancelled:
Date of Revision: Final Completion:
PROJECT TITLE: Flight Standards Program Guidelines

PRINCIPAL SPEC IAIST(S): Raymond E. Ram-kis (Team Leader)
Tin Forte, ACL-201
gas uler, A0-220
Dick Nal l, AVI-120
Jim Vaughn, AVN-120
Floyd Shaw, ASO-FSDO-61
Eileen Stickley APR-300

OBJECTIVE: To develop national program guidelines relative to surveillance,
investigation, certification, and aviation promotion and education of
Part 121/135 operators; air agencies, airmen, and air operators that vill provide
an acceptable level of safety and maintenance of a safe aviation system.

REQUIREMENT: The analysis and evaluation of such efforts as the National Air
Transportation Inspection (NATI). preliminary General Aviation Safety Audit
(GASA), the Job Task Analysis Group, and other internal headquarters evaluations
of air carriers coupled vith major changes in the aviation industry caused by
airline deregulation has generated the need to identify specific work functions
that Flight Standards field personnel must accomplish to provide the appropriate
assurance of the soundness and safety of the aviation system.

MILESTONE SCHEDULE: Revised
Scheduled Scheduled Actual

Completion Completion Completion

1. Initial team meeting and development 1/25/85 1125185
of first draft document.

2. Coordination of first draft vith 3/22/85 3/22/85
Flight Standards Division Managers.

3. Revision of initial draft based 6/30/85 6/9/85
on comments.

6. Development of final draft. 7/13/85 7/13/85
5. Coordination and system run through 816/85 8/6/85

the TSC.
6. Final coordination with regional 9/9/85

directors.
7. System Implementation. 9/27/85

STATUS:

NEWARKS/0OTES:

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
(PUBLIC AVAILABILITY TO BE DETERMINED UNDER S .U.S.C. 552)

J
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AVS RES1UE Resume No.
Date of Resume: 7/25/85 Date Deferred/Cancelled:
Date of Revision: Final Completion:
PROJECT TITLE: REGULATORY CHANGES REQUIRED BY PROJECT "SAFE"

PRINCIPAL SPECIALIST(S): Fred Laird, Acting Manager, Safety Regulations, Division,
APR-200
C. Bruno, APR-201, 426-8357
S. Buxton, APR-200, 426-8357(Teas Leader)
B. Courtney, APR-200, (Writer/Editor), 426-8357
D. Catey, 0-240, 426-8096
T. Stuckey, 0O-850, 426-8150 *
R. Seger, AWS-300, 426-8098
L. Weston, AWS-300, 426-8098
L. Basette, AWS-300, 426-8098

• ,,Joel Yesley, APO 426-3070

OBJECTIVE: To evaluate recomended regulatory changes resulting from project
"SAFE"

REQUIREMENT: Project SAFE is identifiying regulations needing rewriting and or
modernization to reflect today's aviation operating comunity. The level of
sophisticated equinment currently available, together vith the necessary training
requirements, is not adequately addressed in parts of the existing regulatory
structure.
MILESTONE SCHEDULE: Revised4:. Scheduled Scheduled Actual

Completion Completion Completion
On going
Preliminary Analysis 9/1/85

STATUS: AVS/APR has established a secretariat to coordinate inputs from AVS.

REMARKS/NOTES: It can be expected that the National Air Transportation Inspection
(NATI) and the companion General Aviation Safety Audit (GASA) reports vill provide
the larger inputs to this project. 7/16/85 meeting was held with APR-100 to review
the implementation plan for project SAFE.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
(PUBLIC AVAILABILITY TO BE DETERMINED UNDER 5 U.S.C. 552)
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AVS RESUME Resume No. VS-85- -

Date of Resume: October 1985 Date Deferred/Cancelled:
Date of Revision: Final Completion:
PROJECT TITLE: Revision/Update of Parts 121 and 135

PRINCIPAL SPECIALIST: John Kern, Acting Director of Flight Operations
Bedore, AFO-240, 426-8096 (Team Leader)'

,APR-200, 426-8357
Beitel, AGC-220, 426-3080

OBJECTIVE: To update and revise Parts 121 and 135 to reflect changes
which have evolved in air transportation subsequent to the economic
deregulation of air carriers.

REQUIREMENT: Title VI of Federal Aviation Act, NATI Report, and Project
SAFE objective.

MILESTONE SCHEDULE:
Identify and establish rulemaking priority March 1986
for each Subpart of Parts 121 and 135
Establish schedule for first priority project April 1986

Petition Received in APR-200
Acknowledgement signed
Published in Federal Resister (50 FR
Comment Period Closes
Draft due in APR-200
APR-200 Concurrence
AGC-200 Concurrence
OPI Issuance

STATUS: Awaiting final rule to incorporate SFAR 38-2 in Subchapter G
of the FAR.--(Estimated completion date - May 1986).

REMARKS/NOTES:
Previous Grants:
Previous Denial:

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

(PUBLIC AVAILABILITY TO BE DETERMINED UNDER 5 U.S.C. 552)
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- AVS Resume -Resume go.

U09e of lemus: 7/26185 Date Doforred4aaeoollods
Date of Re&viio3: 7ial Conpletion
PIOJZCT tITl.:

ASAS Work Program Management Subsystem (WI'S) National Program Guidelines (NPG)
Rodifications

PRINCIPAL 8PICIALIST:
E. Stickley, APR-300; Committee Chairperson; T. loren. AS-PSDOA; J. Paulson, hII-205;
L. Weston, AWS-330; W. Euler, A'I--220; Dr. Ruth Thomas, consultant; desi n.Atod TIC

representatives
,OJBCIVI: (Brief description of what is to be accouplisbod)
To review and implement field office/regional suggestions to Improve VWPS operation in
conjunction with proposed National Program Guidelines.

IN QUIRINIZT: (Brief description of w project is being undertaken)

Project Is being undertaken to accomodate National Program Guidelines Implmntatiov.

! ILSTO I BCB3DULR: (List significant events and dates during project life)

Revised
Scheduled sceboduled Actual
Completion completion Completion

I. Elicit enhancements from users 46/85 4/26 A5
2. Review & solidify FY-86 changes 6/85 6/21/85

(st Enhancement Comm. Review)
"1 . Solidify proposed software changes 7/85 7/12/85

- th TSC .
4. Develop master WPMS IPG codes 7/85 7/19/85

Review FY-86 NPC software Reqs. 8/85 8/7/85
(2nd Enhancement Con. Review)

,E Conduct Beta Test for NPG Softvare 8/85
at field site

lupment Phasesl,1., 1Il NPG software 9/85, 12/85

2ATUV3 (Bator current information)

SlaRlE ' 0 "- ''-

+,

4' + r ''s r'.'' '' '' ; ; : < ;:-' :. ' ' .,.+,,-,J..+ . . :
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AVg Rum& R3esme go.
Date of Resume: 8/12/85 Date Deferred/Cancelled:
Date of Revision: Final Completion:
PROJECT TITLE: FLIGIT STANDAlDS aVALUATiCI PlOGal

PRINCIPAL SP&CIALIST(S): W. 3ulr

OBJECTIVE: Assess the status of (1) the aviation environment, (2) industry safety.
(3) Flight Standards work program, ad (4) Flight Standards program management, to
identify changes in staffing standards, regulations, and guidance which will lead
to enhanced safety and program efficiency and effectiveness. Develop a near real
tine index of the pakety of that portion of the national air spave that is
regulated by Flight Standards.
REQUIREMENT: An evaluation program is the critical feedback of the Flight
Standards Safety System. IKATI, GASA, and the JTA shoved that the system was out of
date. An evaluation program is needed to forecast, monitor, and analyze FAA and
industry data to ensure that the Flight Standards Safety System is dynamic and
up to date.

MILESTONE SCHEDULE: Revised
Scheduled Scheduled Actual
CoUletion Comletion Completion

Reviev existing evaluation program guidance, 8/1/86
data, and data gathering systems.

Develop statistically sound sampling 1/30/87
procedures to continually assess:

Industry compliance posture
Flight Standards Work Program accomplishments
Flight Standards Program Management effectiveness.

Develop a plan to identify changes in the 3/30/87
Flight Standards Safety System which would
best address inspection findings of the
industry and assessments of Flight Standards
Program Management.

Issue an order that implements flight 7/1/87
Standards Evaluation Program.

STATUS:

iPn OFFICIAL USE ONLY
(PUBLIC AVAILASILITv Yn UP FowTrrSIOWTrl 1 1' e
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PRRIPAL WA~
Charles W. mAwer

amamT1VE (arief a~wa icm jT ift jio rea=ljA.

stdy ntos ft dwteki"m th SPUILU 104try e1mam pwbs kased an
*Vlutinsofactual Lnqecsanw rewits w a ID meiftwf r~an e mmcssin

to tain Luprwved cialianc paur.

?he capability now adats thwig~h Autmtie Dta kmcssUM (WP) to waalys ad
evaluate large anumts of Lnppection hta ad to establish mhhoh Indiators
that cn be used to sor* efficiently direct mresws and zuie I'r laud an
statistically valid information.

Cj AmES~de sic3IZ (List significant wants &,Ad &tes Owing Ro6sct Ufe.)

Initial reid
fch&dW scMaftld fal

jview concepts aid methods mdW in 01/02/66
WATI and oLSM to analyze and
evaluate large in'mts of Iisection
&ta

* avela propsed methods for capturing 03/45/6
In ;pe Iton results &kta In~ WM and
Intargration of data Into a ationel
data base

&9bit plan to Project S7E kee ing 06/15/S6
Cmittse for action decision

* VM2S: (Enter curentgi;; 7tomtion *)

R8sKAC1M
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AVS RES3M ph t.
twam: V31/85 Clteaferred/€ qomled:

Date of Revisions 7/25/85 Final p1_etion:

7Light Starzds Safety Programs Resource Study

1RMCIPAL ~A1T

VAmth A. Parrish, APIR-100, 426-8315
Frances Milne, E-S00
Jon P. Foundos, M5U-100
James C. Ar, 1FX-400

IF: TIVE: (Brief diVE; rpin Rf ttt is to beaculihd

ft determine, fram the st current data evailable, the staffing required by the
field offices, regions, and the tshirgtcn ha&qmrtes to effectively
.~plish flight standards sfety rogrm.

3JQUIMUi: (Brief description of AX project is kwing undertaken)

lb determine and dtain the positions and other resorces required in the
1Y-1985, 1Y-1986, and FY-1987 period, since inplew~tation of the findings and
xecoandations of Project Sfl cannot be reflected In bAet rlquirwents prio z
to FY-1988.

U 7 IW. P Cm E U : (List sgnifIcant events -an dtes Xring project life)
Revised

Scheduled Scheduled Actual

Analyze regions input of GA needs -084 -2/01/84
Study Washington sfety program

staffing reuirerents 02/01/85 02/15/85 02/15/85
ampile draft FS Resouroes report 03/01/85 03/15/85 03/15/85
Faviwe and apWae staffing utandard

~t to regional zeqimsts 04//5 04/10/95
at FSlResources Report to use

staffing standards dta 05/15/85 05/5/85
ordrate report 06/01/85 06/12/85 06/12/85

Pabnt FS Masources Report to AD 06/01/85 06/5/85 06/15/85
N tranmdt report to CS 06/30/85 07/5/85

31RAI5: (3rter current T'ioiion)I
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AVS F49 .. 3b. 7

Onto O PAM=: 7/2/6 Date beerrS/teclwed
Date of Revision: ial ~ein

order U860.299 Staffing tandards - Flight tanda Field pSaultmy VS grM
for AMWROPO

Joeh N. Plain tZWn Mak"t
£w-120e, 426-4302 AM-Me0 426-075

MWXVIF: MJNZe description of *hAt is to be a lihdw)
RevseandupateOrer1380.2S. §Wfbn Standards, to be amstb e with the

11tional Program Glies and the work Ptogram INawgmza $ytm.

OnJI3~T (Brief description atft project is being ;udertakan)
The staffing standards will be used to develop regional staffing requests for
Flight standards regulatory field activities In reponse to the bil for
Ratinetes. Aditional use of the standards Include assisting wanagnt In
distribution of available staffing, In productivity analyses, and in staffing

~ iMact assessment of proposed chan Inj VroMeMaW29 policies* and work
priorities, " tc.

NUMM~~t SCHEDIS: (Lst signficant, events and dates during prwsct life)

Sdwdulad ~ dIheld Actual
Oxyleion

Develop project plan 2/30/56
Field data collection (if any) 4/30/6
Opletion of revised standards, 6/30/66
Advised Order 1/30/87
Sdmsal. Is contingent on the level of effort required, and will be determined
fromi information provided by the job task analysis froma Project I=F.

§BM1: (Wzter Curr nt, mtin

Ifis project is directly affected by the WW aciifictioni project and the
Pr ffi imtionol prag~ Widelines Project. .11 milestone Moduale shculd be
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IU.L, DEPARMENT OF TRANSPORATM
ORDRUEDORA AVIATION AOIN~STUyM4

suBJ: STAFFING STMDS -FLIGHT STANDWDS FIELD REGIATORY PROA

3. PURPOSE. This ordqr contains Initial staffig Standards developed
tthrW W fractioned professional etme K)process, for Flight
Standards field regulatory program.

2. DISTRIBUITION. This order Is distributed to the division level In theOffic of Ffig-Rue systems, the Office of Sudget, and the Office of the
Associate Adinistrator for Aviation Standards; to the Flight StandardsResource Mnagmit, Managemnit Systems, and Budget Divisions In the regions;
and a limited distribution to all Flight Standards field offices.
3. CANCELLATION. Order- 2380.28A. Staffing Standards . Flight Standards field
Regul'atory Progras, dated 11123/73, Is canceled.

4. SAOKGOOUW. The managoumiit staff of the Associate Odmistrator for
SAviation Stand~ards, In conjunction with the Office of angimont Systemsdecided to develop new staffing standards for Air Carrier District Offices(AWDO's), General Aviation District Offices (GADO's) and Flight Standards

District Offices (FSDO's) for the following naon:

a. There have been nmerous requests from the field to provide staffing
guidance that can be directly related to workload.

b. There have been changes In work program emhasis since previous
staffing standards ware developed.

c. Statements by the Geaneral Accointing Office (GAO) Indicate that
standards in this area should be revised, and a commitment was made by the
Associate Adinistrator for Aviation Standards to accmlish this goal.
5. EXLANATION OF OWQES. Procedures for. application of standards for
AOs, GAOO'sq and W7O' have been revised to Include coltrprocessing or

enirormatal and activity data submitted by field Offices. The data
requireWits are more extensive than those of the Previous standardst wad the
staffing standrft are constructed In a modular fashion to allow further study
end modification of each coliaw n. Standards for regional enierNon
manufacturing positions are caceled.

6. WFINITINS. The definitions required for processin standards for01uW'~ s, m'st and FSO's are containe In Apendix 1, S'taffing Standards for
Air Carrier District Office, b0neral Aviation District Office, or Flight
standards District office.

Deatrebelb: A.(uuft V)-2; A-XCPSA/RM/U)-2; initiated by- AVS-4/
A-FFS-O(Ltd) 46-560
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7. FM4S 00 METS.

a- FAA Finm M6-126p AWO, MO00, FSDD Staffing Standards -'taffing,
Ehowironmental, & Activity Data, Is genrated by 0caqwter anid will be provided
to-such district office 6 weeks Prior to the and Of the fiscal year. A samle
data collection form for the staffing standaud rept is Included In apeni
1l8s Figure 5, Sample Data Collection Form. pa

b. AWIO, 6100, and FSDO Staffing Standards Report CRIS: HS 1360-23) is
the Meort produced fun the Input provided by the field offices and is
exlained mOre fully in Paragraph 11. A surplie report is contained in
appedix 1 as Figure 64 SumPle Staffing Standards PAport.

S. WETHOOLOGY. Prior standards for AM0'S9 M100s, and FSOO's were based on
0 Iegrssion analysis which related curent authorized Staffing to
wwirr~tal factors. The new standerds are based on appraoaly 3w
different "lwants, Including direct work tasks and allowances for Indirect
work such as travel, traningn, and tectwncal assistance. The list Of field
off Ice tasks ws developed by a joint AM/AVS team, with represetatives from
all areas Of specialization (general aviation, air carriers operations, and
airworthiness). Estimates'of the time required to c=Plete each task were
developed by field office Inspectors based on past exprience. The vufter of
tasks requireid for demand work categories (Certifications and investigations)
is taken from the number actually completed during the past fiscal year. A
Standard ruber Of non-demand tasks was developed from field estimates Of the
umer of Inspections and surveillances requird for each enviroruental
category.

9. WLCASXLXTY. The Staffing standards contained in this order apply to
ACWo-, VWTi ,and FSO0 Is. Staffing cfanges for Manufacturing Inspection
District Offices 0000's), Engineering A Manufacturing elements at the
regional offices, Aeronautical Quality Assuranc Field Offices CAqAFOvs), n
Aircraft Evaluation Groups (AEGs$) will be Justified on an Individual basis.

10. USE OF STAFFING STAIDA10. The staffing standards will be used to
develo regionai Staffing rq sto for flight Standards regulatory field
activities In response to the amual Call for Estimates. Additional ume of
the standards Include assisting mngwt In distribution of available
staffing, In productivity analyses, and in Staffing Impact assesment of
Proposed chaes 91In procedures, Policies, work priorities, etc. Staffing at
the district Office level remains the prerogtive of the regional director.
Staffing Standards wre developed to that level and are Provided for guidac
only. Regional Staffing requets which differ from those generated by use of
00e stsaM *t~rddS Will requir searate justification to enable review
Officials to m WAnaYs aNd judgment as to the validity Of euch requests.
District offices, wil forward a Coun~t Of the number of envizoi-mntal units
wh~ch they Serv Wd SC~ICvity Countts for demand ork ares to the regional
Office for revIMcw nlysis, and approval. enviroumntal cosasts, when,
mftw is by t apopit factors, will f o&n the basis for Staffing.

FAj p ea will rqISe Updating of standards. Work units which
are no lowge CSot In. the field offices will be deleted frun the
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standards and new work units added as they become relev4nt. Standard time

estimates will be revised through field studies of those areas having the
greatest Imact on staffing. hile staffing standards at the basis for

formulating the agency's request for staffing in the budget process, they do
not guarantee the level of staffing that will be supported and ultimately
authorized by the Office of the Secretary of Transportation, the Office of
Management and Budget, and the Congress.

11. STANDARDS APPLICATION. Action for the field office workload slmission
is irdtiated by Washington headquarters 6 weeks prior to the end of the fiscal
year. Computer listings of environmental and activity data for previous years
will be sent to fach ACDO, GADO, and FSDO to be updated to include values for
the past year. After review by the regional Flight Standards Divisions, these
forms shall be submitted, not later than 15 calendar days after the close of
the fiscal year, to: Office of management Systems, Attention: AMS460.
Computer-generated listings developed from this data submission will be
provided to the regions for use in formulating staffing requests in response
to the annual Call for Estimates. Appendix 1, Staffing Standaris for Air
Carrier District Office, General Aviation District Office, or Flight Standards
District Office, contains the necessary definitions and time estimates for
applying the standards.

12. AUTHORITY TO CHANGE THIS ORDER. Changes to this order will be approved
in accordance with the provisions of Order 1390.34A, FAA Staffing Standards
Program.

13. ONGOING STAFFING ANALYSIS. Results of current studies, initiated by the
Associate Adminstrator for Aviation Standards, to review the required tasks
and recommended work methods for aviation safety inspectors will be used to
update the staffing allowances provided by this order upon completion of those
studies. Areas to be addressed in the future Include: training requirements,
recruitment, attrition of the work force, and changes In program guidance.
Refinements to these areas will be incorporated with the staffing standards to
develop a human resources management plan for the Flight Standards program.

Donald D. Engen
Administrator

Par 10. .. . . ... f,....r, Pa.....-,),.
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The analysis and evaluations of information uado available throgh the
national Air Transportation Inspection (NATO) Program he@ bees completed.

* preliminary information compiled from the General Aviation Safety &Wdit (GASA) is
being evaluated. The results of these efforts, alng; with en examnination of past
flight Standards practices and other recent experiences provide the basis for the

* work program guidelines contained in this order.

To ensure that the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) statutory ad
regulatory responsibilities are fulfilled. all of the flight Standards work
functions identified in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 are considered to be essential and
must be accomplished with regularity. notwithstanding those essential mark
functions, certain activities, identified in Chapter 3, we considered to be work
functions that must be accomplished with a priority ahead of other activities.
These priority work functions are a required work program. the activities
identified in Chapter 3 must be accomplished with a high degree of quality.
Certain hourly work rate standards have been suggested by the Voch program
s anagement system (WPKS) ad otheir documents, however, with respect to the work

__functions identified in Chapter 3. quality work is emphasised. regardless of ay
suggested or published work rate standards.

The progra guidelines outlined in this order are the basis for assuring that
an acceptable level of safety Is maintained within the aviation esemanity. The
maN.tonance of a safe aviationi system requires continual consitment.
understanding, and dedication by all Flight Standards personnel.

Anthony J. Droderick
Associate Administrator

for Aviation Standards

DR AFT
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ILAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION.

1. PURPOSE. This order is designed to provide general guidance to Flight
Standards organizational units In the de4elopment and execution of their amuse1
work programs. More importantly, it identifies the specific work functions that
Flight Standards personnel must accomplish to provide the appropriate assurances
of the soundness and safety of the aviation system.

2. DISTRIBUTION. This order is distributed to Washington headquarters and
Regional Flight Standards Offices to the branch level; branch level is the
Aviation Standards National Field Office; and to all Flight Standards Field
Offices.

3. CANCELLATION. Order 1800.12D, Flight Standards Program Guidelises dated
September 21, 1977, is cancelled.

A. SACKGROUID. A panel of Division and Branch managers from Washington
headquarters and regional offices was formed to analyse current data and develop
the Flight Standards national program guidelines.

a. The most recent results from such efforts as the National Air
Transportation Inspection (NATI). Job Tasks Analysis Groups, Management Systems

*. Staffing Standards efforts and preliminary General Aviation Safety Audit (GASA)
information were used as a basis for the design of these guidelines. Emphasis was
,placed on identifying the safety related issues essential to the Flight Standards
work functions. Certain work functions and minimum levels of work activity are
identified as required work activities. The selection of these unactions was
based on service experience and the data bases described above, as the necessary
work functions in order to provide the bighest possible level of assurances as to
the safety. efficiency, and compliance posture of the aviation system.

b. All of the work functions identified in Chapter 2 of this Order are
secessary to ensuring safety. The level or frequency of work activities was not
identified in this Chapter. Regional division sanagers and office Masters must
retain the flexibility to effectively allocate resources in the accomplishment of
these tasks, taking into consideration such things as specific
geographical/environmental considerations, seasonal applicationa. staffing. lad
budgetary constraints.

e. Chapter 3 consists of work functions identified as critical te assuring an
overall level of safety of the aviation system. It again takes into account the
flesibility seeded by regional management in the implementation of these tasks.
The levels snd frequencies of work activities are in established Chapter 3.

d. Areas covered in Chapter 3 consist of four major safety area and are

,.* prioritiaod in the order listed.

DRAFT
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(3) surveillance - Insures the validity of m compliance with theappropriate standards, regulation, and safe Operating prpctices by inspectionsand systems evaluations.'

(2) _Iavestition - Te means wvith Which to determine aussal factors ofpotential ite wtres negative ispacts en aviation safety and the vehicle totake the appropriate corrective actions.

(3) Certification - Tbe validation Of competency and the meting ofappropriate statutory and regulatory requirements prior to performance.
(4) AviaLion Promotion and Iducation - The Process through which the FAApromotes aviation safety standards nd safe operating practices.

. Subdivisions in each of the above sections deal with all or part of thefollowing: Parts 121/135 Air Carriers and Part 125 Operators, Air Agencies.
Airmen, and Air Operators.

f. Chapter 4 consists of reportint procedures that pertain to the planning.accomplishment, and reporting of Chapter 3 work functions.

5.-10. RESERVED.

DRAFT
%Sd
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CAM 2. FLIGT STANDARDS 130 o 3 AM K AcTzIU s

11. GEthAL h listings of work functions Outlined in Appidies 1. 2. and 3
are those eurrently listed In the VMKS order and as modified by this eIder.
constitute those tasks employed by Flighti Standards personnel te fulfill their
oversight esposiblities. Accomplishment of these work tmcta is Leessential
to assuring that the aviation Community complies with regulatiess. otmdards and
safe operating practices. These functions &re sot listed is priority mr wte
levels or frequencies of work activities specified. Ples8ig the perforuance of
these tasks ie the responsibility of the appropriate Flight Standards DivLioiou
using available resources (human and regulatory) to effectively accomplish the FW
mission. Flexibility" is provided to Division Managers for the progrm
implementation through existing orders end policy guidance sad methods such as
airmen designations, buman resource management, sampling, Accident prevention
Specialist (APS) Program, situation monitoring. Aviation Safety Analysis System
(ASAS), and other appropriate guidance and directives.

12.-16. DESERVED.

DRAFT
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CMAPTER 3. RQUIRED RATIONAL PROGAN VMZ VjUCTIONS

17. GZWZRAL. The work functions listed in this chapter are censidered to be
required work activity that must be accomplished by Flight Standards inspectors.
Program planning and accomplishment of the listed work functions will be reported
in accordance with Chapter 4 of this order. The systematic programing of this
work, throughout the year, is encouraged to avoid extraordinary effort at year's
end. The inability to accomplish the programed work functions should be analysed
to determine the reasons. Recommendations concerning deficiencies in the
accomplishment of tbf work activities should address the motional work program as
a whole.

18. SURVEILLANCE. This diverse work activity and the specific Inspection tasks
identified are the most important work functions performed by flight Standards
personnel in ensuring the safety and compliance posture of the aviation system.
Chapter 3 surveillance has been identified as the lumber I priority and must be
accomplished within the annual work program. Surveillance should be planned,
bovever, it may be rescheduled as necessary to accommodate the exigencies
associated with other Chapter 3 work functions. The work activity levels and
frequencies itemized are considered the minimum necessary for adequate
surveillance of Air Carriers, Air Agencies, Air Operators and Airmen. The
inspection tasks identified under surveillance hold equal weight in their
importance. It is through this process that Plight Standards ensures the validity
of and compliance with the appropriate standards. regulations and safe operating
practices. The quality of thoroughness of these work functions impact all other
work activities.

a. Operations.

, (1) Air Carriers Parts 121/135, and Part 125 Operators.

(a) Check Airman Inspections Note I/ I inspection on 10 percent
MViP (1815) (1818) (1816) of the air carrier and

Order 6430.6C, per. 1465.i. Part 125 operator check
Order 6430.10, Chap. 5 airmen based within region.

5720.2, par. 72.e.

Note I/ The check airman inspection consists of the same type of observations god
examinations that are required for original approval on at least ewe of
the correct authorizations held by the check airman.

4- /
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(b) Records Inspectiae Note 3

I. Flight lecordas Inpectiona JLimapeetims each sir
SiS (1862) (18") carrier that maintaina ftlast
Order 6430.6. par. 1130 records withim regies.
Order 8530.10. Chap. 4

Order 3430.1D, Chap. 4
) Training IRapecis Jjimpectiom as each tir

(including rignd smulator, carrier conductim or
and flirht) ctracti for crw her

WPNS (1656) (1650) gregi 6 n. cin roais.
Order 8430.. C, par. 1 125
Order $430.0D, Chap. S

d) Tlauan Inspections I_ |upeccion for each tpe
(including gnL, if sppliable) c crermber auel oa
WINS (1660) (1863) t i terier thit dgiolen
Order 8430.6C, pars. 121, cremnbera within nregi..

1226Order 86430.1D. Chap. 5

e) manp Inspections LImpection fo each
WiNS (141) (1845) (18a) achedrled air artier that
Order 8430.6C, par. 1101 ¢onduct epoeratonm within
Order 630.1b, Chap. 6 egs.

Orde 6,20.2, par. 100

W a ospecaone i n each
scheduled air carrier that
eondcta operations soleiy

within region.

Dote J/ Records lnspectiaons require enmslatiso Of a oufficient member of records
to be reasonably @soured that the results of the ampled records
represent the overall condition of the record system. Records
Jmepeetiofs iMalude a Teens eiauintis. of other deamet to Verify
accuracy of recorded data.

DRAFT
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I IaspectiLon mn eac
s;nschedu led ait carrier n
part .125 e"ertr that
conducts mseres operatioen
(mre ha Is par math)
within region. Principal
ope rat ions Insector
responsible far notifying
affected regions.

()Station Vacility/Baae I Inspection -m each air
Fuspections note 3/ ;-rirand Part12v#Ms (1836) (1639) (1337) carerr 125 itamso
Order 6430.6C. par. 1064 contract* for a station
Order t430.lD, Chap. 4 within regio.
Order 5720.2, per. 9

inspectiosa each air
carrier that mintains
statios solely within
region.

(a) Cockpit go route Inspections 2 inspection@ s each
WHMS (1670) (1672) (1871) scheduled air carrier
Order 6430.6C, par. W6 that coaduct*
Order 8430.lD, Chap. 4 "perations within
Order 5720.2. par. 101 regis.

.L inspectionma each
soaeedu led air carrier iad
Part 125 oerator that
conducts smami operation
(15 per manth) within regis.
Priacipal Operstios
Inspector respornsible for
notifying affected region.

(b) Dispatch Center/Ylight 1 inspection " each air
Following/Flight Locating carrier that mintaims a
Facility Inspections center or contacts for a
VWXS (1IB6) (1668) facility withia regio.
order 8430.6C, par. 1025
Order 8430.l11, Chap. I.

mstalI Ite* Mf above my include either a base or a station facility inspection.
but will be recorded as an (16136) (1839) (1837) for the purpose of
,planing auo reporting Chapter 3 station facility/base taspectisas.

DRAFT
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(2) Airmn - Parts *1 63, mnd 163.

(a) Desgnated pilot a ma Lear J~iaopee: las- each
Inspections - Leraxlturbojet suamimer Within region that
Aircraft E1*e hi ceduste DXIe or type
WOI (1502) ratinags is largpturh.oje

Ore 84.c per or4c airrat.Ibi I i

Orer"" DChp.5a"itoDRAFT*~@.Ths
Orde 871.U.Chap 4 nspetme o lt ioluq
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b. mNaintenance.

(1) Air Carriers Port& 1211135. and Part 125 Operatars.

(a) contract Kaiteoance acility Ji1upectis "a aseb air
Impections carrier that eotracts f"r
WPHS (3541) (3045) minteonce ithia region.
Order 8320.12, Cbp. 3, See. 10

(b) irjroft Maintenance Records I inspection n each
Inspections (note 1) aircraft make ad basic
4WHPS (381) (36) mdeal operated by each air
Order 8320.12, Chap. 3. Sec. 36 carrier at the min

Chap. 6. See. 7 facility sadler a subbase
Order 5600.1 Chap. 3. Sec. 17 that maintains Prmanent

or historical swords
within region.

() Training lspectios 1 imspection ft each air
(including training records) carrier eodiacti , or

UPHS (3870) (3871) contractiv8 for "ainto-
Order 5320.12, Chap. 3, Sec. 33 oace pereaonel training

within region."

d) Manuals Ispections I iapectioem each air
WKS (3896) (3898) (3897) carrier and Pan 125
Order 8320.12, Chap. 3. Sec. 4 operator at the min

Chap. 3. Sec. 31 maintenance ban and/or a
subbase, if applicable,
sere ehecks we performed

ithin region.

(a) IRmp Inspections I iaspection a each
IPS (3859) (366) (3860) scheduled air srrier that
Order 6320.12, Chap. 3, Sec. 17 eoducts eperations within

region.

.Linspectiess a each
scheduled air warier that
conducts operationo solely
within region.

Vote 11 TiM aircraft malutenance records inepectiess require eumfution of a
mufficient amber of records to be reasonably assured that ae results of
the sampled records represent the overall ee8ditiss of the "ecord oeytsm.
Ioeorda inspections include a eresa ezsmination of other demente to
verify accuracy of recorded data.

DRAFT
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Li.especeig. achb
lbeecheuled~ air *wrier amEPart M2 qerecar dtheSeduct. amperage pperatifms
(Wrio than 30 per =Mah)
withis realm.. Itimcipe

resposeible for bet&91wa
M Uss ses' Iwratiftsaffected "ag.

( f ) (3 1 2 3 l o s e# Z m s p a c ei. - a s , . . i s e a c h a irOrde (320.) (366 (38.4 On 31 crrier a" Ipart 123.Order 633.i1. C haP. d Su. 3 pra r that uisaingOdr 8720.. e ha. 4 ft is bass within a lsoie.

W=) (383a1e (ump83i.) Lespectim no each air
Order 8320.120 Char. 3j, See,, 31 stbbaier tht wisal.

(b) Lim . station Inspection oubbpsciabs r:egon .,
WOS (36) (3S39) whnere i iata s tatioOrder 8320.120 Chap. 30 See, 31 whrere atiat eeweii

exists 00 each air O&VVLar

Order~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ta CoajChp *S.3 a duct "oations "ihU

Liapection onaeach
Order 320.12 Cho (090) chule ir carrier tatd

- 3 Se. 1 Goducts aparas peat e
"tis es.. rmia

reap..ei14. Sr meafyier 0
atg1e tevter ha
do(38jj) (fTonsft 

st h Lose
ached. ten ai arrethemE"Ll sue s. Prinasipe,

spotInsectonsairctafd ore b its
WXdm (3art 13537 seat

airrftoperate'Is
"aere Usismee, isP~romdwithin h v.
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(k) Reliability ?rOSTr ImaeeIes6 J.aepectimm a eme oair
WKIS (3676) (3660) carrier,. If applicable.
Order 6320.12, Chap. 2. Sec. 14 at the aperetwo Uain

Chap. 3. sets. I base.
and A

(1) Continuing Surveillance ad inspection am ech
Analysis Program Inspections I; rum r ier f
UpPIS (3876)(3877) applicable. at
Order 6320.12, Chap. 3. loc. 6 opertoras saie base.

(2) Air Ageicies - Part 145.

Ca) Formal Repair station Jjnsopecti~a so each repair
Inspections statism within region that:
WKNS (3745) (3766) perform.s complex modifies-
Order $600.31. Chap. 4, get. 11 tious to aircraft. avioinics

and accessories; or that
perforns cotractual
mainteaance and inspections
uinder Section 143.2; or that

ALA. hold$ powerplaut class
ratings

(3) Airmen -Parts 65, 363.

(a) Designated Mechanic Rzeinser I inspection so each am.
(ME5) Inspec tions note 3/ His is in addition to
WKNS (3605) rnawals.
Order 6400.1. Chap. 5, sec. 10

Cb) Inspection Authorization CIA) Linapectia -n each
Mechanic Inspections (730) sntmertifikated facility

1FS 3603) emoploys at least
order 5400.1. Chap. 5, sec. 33 certificated mechanics,

@as of ubleh Is an IA.

(c) Inspection Luthoritatim CIA) I inspection -n each IAI Mechanic Inspections Vote3 ithin regime that
WKNS C3804) pforom 25 or Mare ensal
Order IIII00.1, Chap. So Sec. 13 inspection$ within a

2imeth period.

861e MI Ins No U IA nspections will consist of the samoi t~es of ebserwatiama
el qmeslificatie that &re repired fer eriginal certification end will
be ia ddition to certification or remeval Work functiaMf. It to
d@&irmbl to acheduule Whe Inspection at appreaimately 6 Sinths after a

or rmovl.DRAFT
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a. &Lawoic.

(1) Air Carriers Parts 121/135, and Part 125 operators.

(a) contract Naistessnce Vacllity 1Inspection on each air
Inspections carrier that contracts for
WPKS (5641) (5645) maintenance within region.
Order 8320.12. Chap. 9. See. I

(b) Airciaft Naintemance Records I inspection on each
Isopections (Note 1) 7rcraf: msks and model
WINS (561) (5886) operated by each air
Order 8340. 12, Chap. 3, See. 36 carrier at the .. is facility

Chap. 6. sec. 7 and or subbase that
Chap. 9, see. I maintains historical records

Order 8600.1 Chap. 3. Sec. 17 within relis.

(c) Training Inspections I isepection on each air
(including training records) 7arrier condmucting or
IWS.(5870) (5871) contracting for
Order 8320.12, Chap. 9. See. I maintenance personnel

training within region.

Md Wanuals Inspections I inspection an each air
WNS (5896) (5596) (5697) arrier mld Part 125
Order 1320.12. Chap. 9. Sec. 1 operator at the main

maintenance base and/or a
subbase. if applicable.
There checks are performed
within region.

(a) amp Inspections I inspection on each
VPNS,e(5859) (5864) (5860) scheoduled air carrier that
Order 8320.12. Chap. 9, See. 1 conducts operations within

region.

ispections o each
scheduled air carrier that
conducts operations solely
within region.

Ile&* nIoh aircraft maintenance records Inspections require examination, of a
sufficient number of records to be resonsably assured that the results 9f
a"e ampled records repbesent the overall condition of the record system.
Records inspections isc lode a cross exmination of other docuseecs to
Verifsp accuracy of recorded data.

DFAFT
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I iaspection an gsh
smocuedu led air carrier me
Part 125 operater "hat
conductosnorou opertins
(more than 30 per innth)
within, regst=. Prilscipal
Avionics Inspector
responsible for notifying
affected regions.

mfaKin Base inspection$ IDPOCtiD M - eac air
WKS (5523) (5626) (5824) carrier and part 125
Order 8320.12, Chap. 3. Sac. 31 eperotor that maintains a
Order 6600.1, chap. 4 matn base within region.
Order 8720.2, Chap 7

Ca) Subbase Inspect ions I inspection en each air
WKS (5831) (5834.) carrier that maintains a
Order 8320.12, Chap. 3, Sec. 31 Subbase within region.

Chap. 9. Sec. I

(b) Line Station Inspect ion I inspection at a station
WKSg (5536) (5839) where mintenance
Order 8320.12, Chap. 3, Sec. 31 Performance capability

4Chap. 9. Sec. I gusats en each air carrier
that conducts operat ions
within Wegion.

to I route Inspections 1 -inspection en each
WKES (5559) (5591) (5590) scheduled air carrier that
Order 5320.12. Chap. 3, sec. 13 conducts operations within

Chap. 9. see. I region.

I inspection en ach
sonscheodu led air carrier and
Part 125 Operator that
conducts mmmerSos @"erat ions
(Mrs than 15 Per Mnth)
within realmn. Principal
Avionics imspector is
responsible for notifying
affected region.

()spot Inspections I opelen eachb
WS(5853) (5657) a~caft make and basic

Order 5320.12, Chap. 3. Sec. 17 Madel ePerated by each
Chap. 9. sag. 1 sceoduled air carrier am

e inspection m, e
Saircraft eperated by en-
demand Part 155 "Oerators
wbere aintenance is
performad within, the region.
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(k) Reliability Program Inspectioa Linspectio an each air
WKtS (5878) (580) carrier, if applicable, at
Order 8320.12, Chap. 2, Sec. 14 the opeuator'a gain base.

Chap. 3. Secs. 1
and 4

(1) Continuing Surveillance and I inspection *n each air
Analysis Program Inspectious caTrier, if applicable. at
PXiS (5676) (5877) operator's main base.

Ordet 8320.12. Chap. 3. Sc. 6

(2) Air Agencies -Part 145.

(a) Formal Repair Station I inspection an each repair
Inspections Station witbin region that:
WPMtS (5765) (5746) perform$ Camplex modifics-
Order 8600.1, Chap. 4. Sec. 11 time to aircraft, avionics

Chap. 6. See. I and accessories; or that
performs contractual
maintenance and inspections
under Sectioe 165.2; or
hold* poverplant class
ratings.
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1. IWKSTIGATIOS. This work activity i 8enerated go on ae required- or WO
discovered basis. Many of the eompliance snd enforcement imvestigaties will be
generated by surveillance work activities. Iuvestigatios are the mans I f cbeb
the FA determines causal factors Of potential or actual prablen areas and the
vehicle to effect appropriate corrective action. bnphasis met be placed an those
Investigatios that have the most potential for identifying significant advere
safety trends and/or safety recommendations. The investigations listed below have
priority over all other types of investigations and are work functions second in
priority to the surveillance activities listed is this chapter.

a. Operations. Maintenance and Avionics.

(1) Air Carriers, AIR parts 1211135, and Part 125 Operators.

(a) Accident Investigations As required
necessitating on-site investigation
UPHS (1501) (1504) (15053) (1502)

(3501) (3504) (3505) (3502)
(5501) (5504) (5505) (5502)

Order 8020.11

(b) Compliance and Enforcement As discovered
Invest igations
VWKS (156) (1555)

(3546) (3555)
(5546) (5555)

Order 2150.3

(c) Incident Ivestilations As required
necessitating em-site
invest igat ions
WINS (1514) (1516) (1517) (1515)

(3514) (3516) (3517) (3515)
(5514) (5516) (5517) (5515)

Order 9020.11

(2) Airmen, PAR Parts 61. 63. 65, 8nd 183.

(a) Compliance ad taforeament as discovered
Investigations
W"S (1547) (1554)

(3547) (3556)(5547) (5556)Order 2150.3

DA
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0) Air A4encies. FAR Parts 141, 145, 147, md 149.

(a) Compliance and "forcement As discovered
nvetigations

W)%S (15.5) (1557)
(3548) (3557)
(5548) (5557)

Order 2150.3

(.4) Air Operotors, WAR Parts 91, 133, 137.

(a) Accidents Investigations As required
()necessitating oa-str

lvestigat ion
VPMS (1506)

0(3506)
(5506)
Order 020.11

(b) Compliate ad SufaTcoit As required
Investigations
wrmS (1549) (1558) .

(3549) (3556)
(5549) (5558)

Order 2250.3

AF
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20. CUETIFICATION. It is essential that the ¢erteifietiss work activity
be acamplieaed with the degree of thoroughness uecessary to emre tM
competency required by the safety regulations. soh qulity.wwrk is this
area will o a long vay Lu relieving the problem rea" is evveillae OWd

-isvestigatioem. Because of the unique complexities and safety implications
of air carrier certification and the side exposure and the potestial
influence designated enaminers have an airmen, the uork fustimo listed
below have been identified as having priority over all other eertificatien
work functions.

a. Operations. Waintenanee and Avionics.

(1) Air Carrler. FAR Parts 1211135.

(a) Certificate FAR Parts 121 All fomal applicationsanrd Part 135 Air Carriers in order received.

* KS (1040) (1048) (1069) (1050)
(3040) (3052) (3053) (3054)
(5040) (5052) (5053) (5054)

Order S430.6C
Order 8630.1D
Order 5320.12

(b) Additional Approvals (added All foraul request in
equipment) order received.
UPt S (1218) (1271) (1272) (1273)

(3280) (3283) (3284) (3285) (3256)
(5279) (5282) (5283) (5254) (5285)

Order 8430.6C
Order 8430.1D
Order 5320.12

(2) Airmen, WAR Parts 61. 63. 65, and 153.

(a) Des9 inated Pilot laminers As seeded
VIES (1022) (1023) (1024)
Order 8430.6C
Order 8430.1D
Order 9710.3A

(b) Designated Nechanic Snamisers As seeded
VPHS (3010)
Order 5600.1

r"'~
p S
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21. AVIATION O 10 D ..KATIOP. IAw M bt e a statutory obligatis to
prote anlvation safety. an istegral part ef meting this requtremst imolwes*be education mad sipadsuco of all 0*11mots of €le aviation omtt. Us

isIaccoppliefest of the work fUnUtLf listed bhlew 9et g96jidered UIuimisvuieaetowards €le umating of the IP'AA obigtin isheir work aw

-- a. Oerat Lens a

(1) Flight Iatructor Refresher nssiter 50 petest of
Course refresher eourses eeeducted
WNS (1455) within region.
Order 5710.4, Chap. 13

(2) lvblicueer Metings hbet 60 percent of requests!WKS (1415) Ifor FAAL eprsentatianl
Order 8430.6C participation within region.

~order 8430.1D
, Order 0440.5&

(3) AIPS Program So worm are established.
WKS (1420) Boweeftr, the significance and
Order 8740.1 importance of this prgram

vast be recosuiaed ad
supported by a11 Plisht
Standards inspectors sud the ,-

asnagemt.

(4) Wings Program no nores ate established.
WIKS (1460) nowvser, cntinual ephasis
Order 8740.1 and support to considered

beneficial to aviation safety.

b. Maintenance sad Avionics.

(1) lnspectioq Luthorisation Anally in each regis by
tefresber tourse AVi-lOO or by regional

, •MPS (3455) personnel.
(5455)

Order $600, Chap 5, Sec. 6

(2) Aircraft Maintenance S/aetios to esduct at
Industry Seminars least Do* in each region.
VMs (3440)

(5460)
order 8320.12, Chap 2, Sec. 27

Chap 3. par. 447

(3) hblicbser Mseting Met 80 percent of requests
WN (3615) for 1AA represeatative/
OC (5415) prticipation within region.
O&der 0600.1, Cep 2, sec. •

%'DA;1
Jowv Pm
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(4) hIS Program *go rg we uezeblisbed.
WKS (3420) lowever, khe significeane m(3420) Amprtance of this program MetOrder 8740.1 be reuguiged sed suppoted by

all Flight stewdards Lmpetore
and their usuagment.

22.-30. NESERVID.
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31 OMMAL. The primary purpose of requiring spot ific ypes and gauts Sl
surveiT lance work functiLons is t0 ensure that responsible principal ispecters
are obtaining a sufficient number of isapectis reports an assigned air
carrier(s). sit agencies. and airman to maks baic compliance assessment#.
principal, inspectors are responsible for analyzing these reports for trends Ond
to take appropriate action wbich may include the scheduling of additional
inspections. as secessar7o to asse compliance. This evaluation end
corrective action process is essential to the success of these program
guidelines.

a. The accurate and timelY TeOrtings of the planning end accomplishment
of work funactions is essential to evaluating the effectiveness of these program
guidelines. tn addition to surveillance work functions. the reporting of the
Investigatin., certification and aviation promotion and education work
functions is needed to provide Regional end Washington headquarters elements
with basic information on the types and amounts of work being performed in
accordance with Chapter 2. The Regional Flight Standards Divisions will be
responsible for the submission of information for the preparation of five
scheduled reports oft a fiscal (FY) basis. The reports will consist of
information on only the work functions identified in Chapter 3.

b. The first report will be the Reional Sawironisestal Date Floanina
Doumn which will reflect only the Chapter 3 surveillance work functions
planned to be accomplished by the region for the forthcoming fiscal year.
Invest igation. certification and aviation promotion. and education work
functions will not be part of the Planning Report.

C. The next four reports will be the Quarterly Accomplishment Reports and
* will be submitted on a quarterly basis. The Accomplishment Reports will
* reflect all Chapter 3 work functions completed for the respective quarter on a

cumulative basis.

32. SACCrGOPII. Thi Work Program Management System CUPIES) established by
Order "13S0.17 provides the moes for capturing moot of the date necessary to
monitor the work functions Identified in Chapter 2 ad the required work
functions is Chapter 3. Timely entries of work program planning ad work
accomplishment updates are essential to Provide realistic Workload analysis.
The planning required for surveillance activities will depend opon the
development of a software revision to the current WINS Burrougbs PrOgraIm. All
*ther WKNS work Program planning efforts remain unchanged.

a. Data from the field office WINS will be extracted quarterly and hard
espies forw-arded to the Relioal Off ice Flight standards Division with
associated floppy d1isk(s) forwarded to the National Data lose ODD) Systm
manager.

A~FT
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b. To &*sure standardizatie. msater file of certificated entries ,il
be created Iitielly by LYio-120. This mester file will eontain date suob a
mistemauce deaignators, type of Operations Spectificatio owld. ate

-1 ISate. Naner will enter field office reportspi a national
date base which will provide a mational Informati. sharing resoerce cepebilit
to track or smelyze sational. regional, o specific activities associated with
any certificate and/or work activity. For example. so analysis can be mode of
mny airline relating to the somber of surveillance, eartification. or
investigative work functions identified by e1MS work preom activity codes.
It will provide testis* outputs similiar to those shown is faguree 4-1 sod 4k-2

33. ZCO=IED;kD OPIRATIOPAL PIOCIDURES.

• . nW 2he normal field office WO15 recording ad reporting
proceduresuizll satisfy met of the reporting requirements of this order.
Timely entries of work accomplished and periodic update reports should avoid
peak workleade and provide field office management the opportunity to review
and evaluate this critical portion of the distract offices' work progrnm.
Compliance with the following procedural steps is essential to met the
reporting requirements of this Chapter:

STEP ACTION OPPIct
AND DM E DATE

(1) AVN-12O by August 1. Develop tagional Ruviromuental Data
Flanning Document" for each resio in
a format similar to Figure 4-1.

(2) Regional Flight Using t~e above documet, develop
Standards Divisions. tegional work program is accordance
Transmit to District with Chapter 3 sork function
Offices by Sept. 15. guidelines and assign work functions

to district offices. After
development, transmit egioneal

vnvironmetal Date Planing Document
to appropriate district offices.

(3) District Offices. Review Reglonal Umvironmtal Data
Planning Document dd ational
Progran Guidelines. Verify that
assigned work functions ore
compatible with district office

geographic area responsibility aod
coordinate with Begion en
inconsistencies md/o cbages.

-. AFi : DRAFT
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I4)DS system snatogr 80Wlep me distribute 5315155 2.0 of
by, Sept 16. s field Office garr--s-s

software to ad# a sw field ieud
13atiesal Prears Vaideltmas 0) se
ides: ifylag, Chpter 3 Rolf" Vb
Items. provide a field her ash aft
s perater msimtessMae idsstificgtiem
@oe@ provide edit Capability me d
eatry of sit everstoes amfrom doe
Usistesaste Idestifier. This
Sac ludes distributioes, all affected
field offices.

(5) District offices Etrcatr2gemderelac
Sept SO-Oct 17. Raer Cpr er 3 fpeased Som.theloal

WXS by fst"n the "ecard eatry,
function Ms the trasittel file.
aft eatry of chapter 2 reuired
eurseilleace work fusetifts. eater as
"1" Is the sew field dsveleped is (4)
above to identify this M a Chapter 3
required work gpectim.

(6) District offices S180 versioin 2.0 for the IM software
by Oct US. to produce floppy disk(s) agteaingf

a Complete listisg of planned
surveille chapter 3 required werk
item ad transmit dick(s) toe bs
system Manogr.

(7) IDI system Mnager Rater District Office plesed
by Dec. 11. surveillance Mohar 3 required work

functioess Late, a natioalet DataMe
and trasit the district Office.
regional cessolideted we matiftally
efsulideted reports of the planned
activities to the regionafi chies
sd besdqsartere.

(5) leglomal 7PliMh afew emselideted plnning decuat
standards Divisions produced by on system Essager is

ad District Offices Step 7 above. It adjssestss are
by, Ja 2. required is accerdance With regional

Sastructiems. District Offices will
gpdate, Vh Chapter 3 pluamed
forvellaae work femeties as
seceesary. ad resubmt flow
disk(&) to the 03 Bystom EsmagerA- will reseserate ad redistibste
planniag demumats. "c M69017 8a9.
further oanges are sm onted after
Whs star.

DRAFT



ID) Us ystem Manager "W6109' 810 distglug* to eachby bec 1. affected field office a Uurrealbs
adport Severation capability to
produce a Quarterly Lccmpliobumt
110epot of the Plowed @md
Ocemplisbod Chapter 3 required work
items.

(10)District offices A required Chratr 3 sur'uillasce
sai.o continuing work functions are accomplished,basnis. District offices will update Socal

WKG by changing the activity State
field Iran a at" to the appropriate
satus cede. L8 required Chapter 3
gertificatism, isvestigatiin. sd
aviation Promotion and education mark
foutioss are atcampliahed* District
Offices will als, ater geA5W is the
National Program Guidelines (a) field
to asutre *he&* items or* included is
the Quarterly Reports.

(1)District Offices Produe a Quarterly Lccgislisheeat
transmit report Report (developed is stop 9 above) isquarterly by the lot% bard eery. Review for accuracy andworking day after the trassit aopy to Bali"m. Lfter
God of the Quarter. District Office revews for accuracy

amd updates records, it socesaary,
s the program that produces the

floppy dish~s). mail floppy diak(s)
to the as system Nbaser.

(12) Regional Flight Collect all District Office bard copy
stanards Divisions reports aud assure that all District
by the 15th working offices dish(s) haws beamsmailed today after the ead of the VUS system mager.
the Quarter.

(13) IDS system manager aster District Offices' Chpter 3by te end of the floppy disk sentests of ecampliahod
Seesd mouth after items into the National sea ise.the Quarter. Produce and trasit district office*

"signmal Conslidated, and matiomauly
eamfolidated reports to the disiriae* sesal offices. sd heaquartrg.

so f. * S o

11111161 1 1-AM Q
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3&. ciOam PLiGUTSTANDAS IVISION "I aIShryg ftion nlight
sanards Divisiosa will obtain tIra 'BRI e Seime uirommotal Sata

PZamsia Document (step 2). the Mes Waft earefully NMIe" the dusmat to
aemi. Shot it accurately reflects Is respective seegipbit*1 enviretal
data. Additieme. deletios. ad My ether adjuestas should be mae " OM
doenmt at this time. The document Provides a spread suoet jsr She regimeSto
PISS the surveillance Mgrt functios Shat they we responsible for
accomplishing in accoudance with Chokeor 3 for se fortshmiog hiese year.
gaing this documut asuignmet of appropriate district offices to amplish

US requird Muuyillssce Work functions will be Meolded. Is plumag the
Mmsel regional surveillance work program mld Se assigment of Specific work
functions. rogisoshould smoidor the following variables mld conitiess:

a. mhe region's orall goographic Wres of responsibility.

b. nhe district effico's goographic Wtes of responsibility.

a. She district office's Certificate respmeibilities.

d. the district office's Inspector skills.

o. Travel time to the work function @s te.

ff. After the rogissal work program is deveoeod and wor& functions
assigned, the Regisn will forward the work pregrgo assignments to the
appropriate district offices. Flight Standards Divisions will be juspmmible
for assuring the trasmsittal of field Office versim 2.0 floppy dishotgee go
the WS System Nmager in accordance with the schedule indicated is
paragraph 23 above. The address and testing symbol of she =3 syst. mager
will be provided by way of preaddresd savslepes.

35. DISTRICT OFFICE 223SP0555111U35 Soe procedural steps listed Is
Paragraph 33 aboeo should wsimine the additional workload &efded ts plan mld
report on Chapter 3 required work tfsnctios an a nat ionwide basis. bRing the
Planning process (Step 3). the districet Offices moft Carefull 1r eview Chapter 3
of this order sod ale work Program assiguae provided by the regift. the
district offices will determine that the work aesigmeste are compatible with
the following comesiderstims:

a. The district office's geographic aree of reposibility.

b. The district officels sorrest certificate respensibilities.

a. tno district office'* Ispector skills.

d. Travel aim to the work functin site. Se.

PRMFT
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e. Ibis reiew should inslude a determisation tat ke worik pr3S
aesammge aeurately reflect the dietrict off ice's 8eqrapbic evirm t.
£dditimat deletios. ar ether adjustmets met he cordisated with ad
eppreed by e legioal Flight Stnds ds Division. After all edjofeUe have
been ppreed be dietrict offioe ill input, "pdate$ Sad forward rperts JS
accerdaee with pareropb 33 abave. oSnce the nual Regional Iviremetal
Data plouing decomut has bae fimelised, so eddities or deletiem sre
permtted for fte balauce of the plammig year. Reporting of Chapter 3
surveillece work fUcties eeonlisoeate will sot be reported an under this
chapter for thoa.operators. air agencies. or airmn edded during the planming
year. nowever. Chliter 3 Inveastigeion, Cortifiesties, end Aviation Prmwtio.
gad gdcaties work activities will be reported en tkmh the use of am VtS
field entitled "Utioeal pregram Guidelines (I)".

36. ALW-I0 RISPOPS112IITIE. Ibis office will be respmsible for grevidiag
regional Sad headquarters *lemeste with gross envirmmmta1 data in a foremt
ainilar to Figure ,6-.

37. MD SYSTRN !W=IG ZsPSIDfL.IYIES.

a. Developmout md distribution of reviisms to the field office 
Burroughs IN" program to add a field for identifying Chapter 3 required work
items. (see Step 4 in paragraph 33).

6. Developmest and distribution of revisions to the field office
Durreugha VMS proaram a report 8eseretiun oapablity to produce a report of
pleased and accomplished Chapter 3 required work itm. (See Step 4 end 9 in
paragraph 33).

€. eceiving and isputting district office reports as prescribed is
paragraph 33 abee.

o . Providing quality eotrol and error reports to district end regimal
offices.a

e. preparing and distributing consolidated lagional lovirsematal Date
Planceg Reports and the Quarterly £ccnpliahsent Reports i a foremat eiilar
to Figures 4-1 ad 6-.2.

f. Overall umitoriag of the reporting progam ad recomeedatims to
otreemlLe the reporting of plnes Sad &9cGnplistmests.

DRAFT
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U"& DEPARTMENT OF -ThVEUORTATIONM

= * DRAFT
AVIATION UTANDADS FIRLD ISPECTO "nllDO=
SMDDUJIZ AIO D TAIIDRDUIZATION

$UBJ:
1. PURPOSE: This order establises nlvw design and content specifications for
the oTut, presentation and develoment of standardized field inspector
handbooks. It also establishes a Uedbook Review oard with primary
responsibility for assuring consistent interoffice and interdivisional
application of the. provisions in this order.

2. DISTRIBUTION. %This order Is distributed to the Associate Adinistrator for
Aviation Standards; to the Director of Rotorcraft Program; to division level in
the Offices of Civil Aviation Security and Aviation Medicine; to branch level in
the Offices of Flight Operations, Airworthiness, and Program and Regulations
Management; and the Flight Standards Branch of the FA Academy. This order is
also distributed to the regional Flight Standards, Aviation Medicine, Civil
Aviation Security, and Aircraft Certification Divisions for information purposes
only.

3. BACKGROUND. The results from such recent efforts as the National Air
Transportation Inspection program, the flight standards Job Task Analysis (JTA)
project and preliminary results from the General Aviation Safety Audit all
indicate an urgent and practical need to modernize, coordinate and standardize
the handbooks used by Aviation Standards field inspectors. As part of the JTA
project, overviev panels studied the feasibility of modernizing and
standardizing the format and presentation of the Uandbooks used by general
aviation and air carrier operations inspectors, general aviation and air carrier
airvortbiness inspectors, and manufacturing inspectors. These panels
recomended that such a project be undertaken. Other deliberations in
connection with the Aviation Safety Analysis and Functional Ivaluation (AFPE)
project indicate a need to modernize and standardize the handbooks as soon as
possible because of the impact these documents have on the many sub-projects
associated with project LOE.

4. APPROVAL AUTUOR!TT. Aviation Standards Office Directors are responsible for
the approval of the handbooks covered by this order. This responsibility my be
delegated to Division Managers when bandbook information does not cross
divisional lines of authority.' andbooks that contain information that affects
two or more AYS Offices, mat be approved by the AVS office director that
originates the handbook vith concurrence by the other offices, as appropriate.

S. UFINTIOINS. The definitions outlined herein provide standard terms and
titl' to be used in writing the handbooks.

a. 3aft2ek,.A handbook is a directive designed to provide essential
overall Imstructions, guidance and requirements for operations, eirwortbineso,
ad mamfacturiug field personnel to accomplish their job functions.

Dit~/tll J F/15/MC )Aw U/AN)m A.(Vg/JO).A1 6flatlIO@ ol:
a-5 (W /flhAN) (bib omip)
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b. Directive Information is information that is considered directive in
mature and viii contain terms such as "shallh% maust", and means that the
actions ore IMWiTORY. A "shall not" means that the action is .1. 0BXITD. The

ase of these terms viii leave s flexibility and their direction shall be
f ollowed unless othervise authorised by headquarters division managers.
(Reference: FAA Directives System, Order 1320.1C, Paragraph 72).

c. Guidance Information is information that is considered guiding in

nature and will contain t such as "ill" , "should", or "MY" . These tors
indicate actions that are desirable. permissive or not mandatory and provide for
flexibility. (leferencp: Irk Directives System, Order 1320.lCParagraph 72).

d. Vandbook Revie, Doard (an) in a group of persons responsible for

cosistent application of the provisions of this order. (See par. 8)

e. giOrsantion. The term organization in this order describes an
individual or group of individuals having formal status (such as company
corporation, partnership, etc.) or informal status (such as a private citizen)
who Is (or are) air operators. air agencies, or manufacturers conducting
aeronautical operations or. functions under the provisions of and subject to the
Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as amended, and attendant federal Aviation
Regulations (FAR).

f. Air Operator is any organization that conducts operations of an
aircraft and is required to operate and maintain that aircraft in accordance
with a specific regulation or combination of regulations.

S. Air Agency is any organization that is certificated to maintain or
alter aircraft, aircraft engines, propellers and appliances or is certificated
to provide training to airman.

h. Manufacturer is any organization that is engaged in the fabrication,
construction, asembly or manufacture of aircraft, aircraft engines, propellers,
appliances, replacement and modification parts or components thereof, using
systems that are set fortb by the FAR and approved by FAA.

6. DIVISIONAL RESPONSIBILflhES. The Air Transportation Division (AO-200), the
General Avition and Commercial Division (AO-800), the Aircraft Maintenance
Division (A S-300), and the Aircraft Manufacturing Division (AVS-200) are the
primary offices of interest in the development and amendment of the respective
handbook(s) covered by this order. Each division will be solely responsible for
the technical accuracy of the information contained in their respective
handbook(s). ech division will prepare and have approved project resumes as
well as detailed plans to implement the provisions of this order. These resumes
and plans will be submitted to the landbook Review board (Wii) for concurrence
prior to approval by tie Office Directors. As each division's respective
handbook(e) is/are developed it/tbey will be submitted to the M35 on a schedule
indicated in its Implmnting resume or plan. Divisions will abide by the ae's
decisions witb respect to censistent application of AVS philosophy and the
Previsions of this order. Each division will submit final drafts of handbooks
to the U3s for review and concurrence prior to approval by the Office Directors.
Divisions will submit any major cbanges subsequent to the initial rewrite and
formattiag of the handbook to the 33 for review and concurrence prior to
approval by the respective Office Directors.

. .. ,,.x, , , . ., .,i.€. . . " * ,
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7. SPECIFICATIONS. The handbooks governed by thin order ahall conform to the
standards out lined below:

a. 'Design Standards.

(1) Overall size to be such that it is easily portable in
an inspector's typical brief case.

(2) Pages to be bound (looseleaf) by a flexible and durable binder.

(3) Appendices, volumes and chapters, if appropriate, to be tabbed
for easy access to information.

(4) Print to be of a high quality and easily readable.

(5) Contain provisions for revision guidance and control.

(6) Physically easy to revise.

(7) Contain adequate provisions for adding additional information
such as selected regulations. etc.

b. Format Standard.

(1) The handbook(s) will be formatted to include a cover, record of
changes, and short order transmitting the document.

(2) The handbook(s) will also include three or mre appendices. Each
appendix will include a table of contents.

(a) Appendix I will be divided into ten standard volumes.
Standard volume titles will be used in all AYS operations, airworthiness and 5

manufacturing inspector handbooks. Each volume will consist of chapters that
can be arranged in sections, paragraphs and sub-paragraphs to provide for
sufficient sub-divisions of each volume, as necessary. Appendix 1 volume titles
will be as follows:

I Volume I C entral Concepts, Policies Procedures, and

Definitions.I
2 Volume 11 Organizational Certification.

3 Volume III- Organizational Technical Administration.

4 Volume IV -Aircraft and Equipment.I

5 Volm - Airmen Certification

6 Volume VI -Surveillance

7. Volume III InZvestigat ions
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S Volume VIII - General Technical Functions

9 Volume IX - Aviation Education and Safety
promot ion

10 Volume X - Technical Staff Administration and
Responsibilities.

(b) Appendix 2 will be used to include all respective APO and
AWS bulletins and alert.

(c) Appendix 3 will include an AVS handbook subject matter cross
reference.

(d) Each handbook ay include additional appendices provided
they have been approved by the AVS Office Directors. Additional appendices
shall include a table of contents and be arranged sequentially using the sae
format standard as the other appendices.

(3) Charts end figures should normally be located as close as possible
to the explanatory text. -However, when it is more appropriate for clarity and
ease of use, they may be grouped and arranged within their respective Volu.me or
chapter in specific identifiable sections or paragraphs.

C. Presentation Standards.

(1) The handbook(s) shall be developed in a comprehensive manner and be
directive in nature in those areas where a high degree of standardization is
necessary. The presentation of material shall be such that no regional
supplemental information will be required.

(2) The method of presentation should be such that it provides for
clarity, ease of understanding and utilization. it shall include state of the
art techniques and/or methods with respect to outlines. job aids, logic
diagramspictures, presentation and technical composition.

(3) Appendix I will consist of information as outlined below:

(a) Volume I will set forth general concepts, overall roles,
definitions and shall include guidelines with respect to AVS philosophy and
inspector authority, the FAA Act and responsibilities regarding PAR development.
It shall include general information on inspector oversight responsibilities,
safety promotion responsibilities and industry responsibilities. This volume
shall also provide for a system to update and revise the handbook(s) that is
responsive to Regional and District Office input.

(b) Volume 11 vill contain information on the general and basic
certification processes-~and procedures of organizations under a specific FAR or
Cinbinatio. of FAR's or organizations not requiring certification but
mevertheless conduct aeronautical operations or functions.
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(c) Volume III will include all necessary and aduininstrative
detail and technical requirements necessary to perform s specific tak in
support of certification and appropriate administrative tasks in support of
existing organizations. This includes, but is not limited to, such tasks as
operations specifications, proving flights, check airmen a*proval, air agency
ratings, training programs, manual approvals, aircraft approvals and production
approvals.

d) Volume IV will contain all the necessary information regarding
the approvals of certification of aircraft, aircraft components, or devices that
are used to train airmen. This includes, but is not limited to, approval of

* aircraft simulstors, -major repairs and alterations, Category Il/Ill approvals
and procedures. It shall also include policies on equipment installations,

. equipment performatcle approvals and export airworthiness.

(e) Volume V will contain information on policies, practices and
FAR requirements concerning airmen certification and all categories of airmen
and airworthiness designees (it will not include check airmen approvals which
vill be included in Volume III).

i fVolume VI will include all practices and procedures involved
in the conduct of inspections of airmen, air operators, air agencies,
manufacturers, and other certificate holders in the performances of overall FAA
surveillance duties.

suplem(n ) Volume VII will contain specific information as necessary to
supplement other FAA investigatory Orders. It will also include guidance on the
conduct of investigations that are not covered by other orders such as
complaints, Service Difficulty and Quality Control System breakdown
investigations, allegations of fraudulent records or actions that require
special investigative techniques.

(h) Volume VIII will contain policy, practices and procedures,
concerning externally generated FAA responsibilities and special projects
accomplished in support of airmen, operator, air agency, and other certificate
bolder activities. This includes such things an AEG's, FSB's, MRB's, PCB's and
TCB's.

l(i) Volume IX will contain information on participation in the
accident prevention program and industry aviation comunity sponsored forums
where inspectors represent the FM.

(j) Volume I will contain information on FAA internally generated
requirements such as inspector training, personal conduct, the SF-160 enroute
program, credentials, district office and inspector responsibilities, etc.

S. AWDIO REVIEW BOARD (RN). The Director of the Office of Airworthiness
and the Director-of the Office of Flight Operations will cach appoint two
members of their staff as permanent embers of the Handbook Review Board (a).

* .* The I= permanent members will be selected from AFO-800, AFO-200, AWS-300 and

Par. C ()(c) 
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AWS-200. The manager of the. riigrtt t srds Branch. pAA £cademy (AC-950). will
also participate as a i:ube: of the JRB. The Office-qf Program and
Regulations Management A2R-l, 'ill prvide 4 Directive Kanagemrqt Officer Who
Vill serve as a permanent teahie Of the MLB. The RU permanent members may, frm
tipe to time, select regional- perean1 at temporery in members to augment the
board during periods of 1,,ihI o*:v.. r vn special expertise is needed. The
133 viii be primarily CfDsistont inter-office and
inter-divisional applictiL e n r. of this order. In addition the
323 will be responsible. f&r zhc follc~tying:

a. Review of and ',r- kl' b ei'riuioS4 project resumes and detailed
plans of action conce-uCtj h dt t %nd Tefcrwtting of handbooks covered by
this order.

b. Periodic reviu i t ;nb..:L' v 1oper as scheduled by the respective
divisions throughout the de-.'-tlon-,at e .ee. During these reviews, the UI3 viii

provide for final resolt ivn ok nniyn nC, aistett application of the provisions
of this order. In the L ':s ;AL ,L ifnconsistent application of policy.
procedure or technical cono, t vt, will be referred back to the
appropriate division or divit-ioa foi renolution.

i . Final review an4 cor cu:r;.-ce vith draft* of divisional handbook(*)

with respect to the proviaiorio of t ix order prior to approval and publication
of the handbook.

d. Review and conrcurrence wi')i any mAtjor change subsequent to the initial
rewrite and reformatting of the d2iiniontl handbooks. For the purpose of this
order, a major change shall mean (1) pr.y change that results in a significant
change in the way in wbich inpecvro -erform their duties and/or tasks, or (2)
any change which impacts 'ao st.h ,, ';sion's area of responsibility.
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